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INTRUDUCTiC1N. 
Death rate statistics of persons dying in large 
institutions are cften inexact, as their correctness 
depends, to a very large extent, on the personal 
factor of their compiler. 
Unfortunately, the statistics of the death -rate 
from tubercular disease, particularly phthisis, 
occurring in asylums leave no room for doubt that the 
insane, as a class, are particularly liable to 
contract tubercular disease. 
The Fnglish Lunacy Commissioners, in their report 
fcr 1902 say "The proclivity of the insane, whether 
confined in Asylums or nct, to tubercular disease, 
especially pulmonary, has long been recognised." 
In all asylums, according to Clouston, who wit:+ 
amongst the first to draw attention tc the ±'act, 
comsumpticn is between three and four times more 
common than in the rreneral population at the same 
ages. 
There is, however, great differences of opinion, 
as to whether this high tubercular death -rate is due 
to the fact that the insane are herded together in 
asylums or whether the insane, as a class, have an 




Clcuston says that four fifths of the insano 
dying of phthisis, contract the disease after aimission 
to asylums. Another observer has stated that not 
more than 7.5 p -r cent of cases admitted into asylums 
are phthisical, and in 10 per cent a family tendency 
exists. 
In English asylums, about 15.5 per cent of deaths 
are officially assir,ned to phthisis, and in at least. 
20 per cent, sins of tubercular deposit in the 1unu 
may be traced. 
The average duration of r oidencc cf those d ins- 
from this causo in S,cettish asylums is 3.66 years. 
It is therefcre probable that, in many cases, phthisis 
is contracted after admission to the asylum. 
Cleuston further states that out cf 97 cases of 
General Paralysis who died, 127 were phthisical. 
Y ,. ickle has stated that cf all the general paralytics 
examined, post mortem, 26 per cent exhibited caseation 
or cavities, 12 per cent arrested phthisis, and 65 
per cent pleuritic adhesions. 
In the last report of the General Board of 
Commissioners in Lunacy for Gcotland th-- I n rcnnt.up,o 
of deaths from phthisis in all :',cet tish asylums is 
given as 14.6 per cent. The percentage cf deaths due 
to general paralysis for the same year was 14.6. If 
one takes into consideration the fact that many cases 
of/ 
3. 
of general paralysis really die cf tubercular disease 
although returned as dying of general paralysis, the 
death -rate from tubercle must be higher than that 
above stated. 
As during recent years, with improved hygienic 
conditions in asylums, the death -rate from phthisis 
has diminished among the insane, it is possible that 
at cne time confinement in an asylum did act as a 
factor in swelling the tubercular death -rate. On the 
other hand, it cannot be denied, that many cases of 
phthisis admitted into asylums make most excellent 
recoveries, and the environments of the modern asylum, 
do not suggest that tubercle should be an endemic 
disease. 
In the Perth District Asylum, among patients 
drawn largely from a rural population, of the last 
hundred deaths 17were sae to tubercular disease. 
Cuite a number cf phthisical patients are admitted, 
however, who are ultimately discharged recovered with 
no apparent signs of active tubercular disease. 
It is reasonable to suppose that, if the insane 
contract phthisis through residence in asylums, the 
resistive power of triose who have been long resident 
should be considerably below that of those recently 
admitted, provided that the patients so examined show 
no/ 
4. 
no symptoms cf active tubercular disease. 
Cn the other hand, if the insane, as a class, 
be more liable to phthisis than the sane, their average 
resistive power should be below that cf the sane 
healthy population. 
The recent researches of Wright and others on the 
opsonic power cf human blood serum to the tubercle 
:,acillus and other organisms, has opened up a field 
e enquiry which although at present little explored, 
has already, they contend yielded.certain results, 
in so far, that it is now possible to calculate the 
resistive power of the individual, nct only to tubercle 
but also to other organisms. 
As Wright found that in cases cf staphylococcal 
and tubercular infection with an entire absence of 
clinical symptoms, there was a diminished phuc;c;cytie 
power to t.ho33 organisms so compared sit>i thrtt of 
healthy in.liïid.is.ls, and this pcwer coul i be increase 1' 
by injections of the c'. .I'1.'.ÿspun1L.1] vaccine, ho 
conolu_Ie_i that th3 1)c. rer prnittsl 
infection to occur, and that the resistance to 
infecticn by any organism could be estimated by 
calculating the opsonic power of the blood serum. 
The results of observations recorded by Bulloch 
ani others agree with those cbt ained by Wright, and 




It occurred tc me that in the study of the 
ci:sor_ic index of the insane rc:, idr_t in the asylum, 
we have a means cf determining the çue,ct:.er. ..., to 
I 
!whether the insane ccntract tubercle ae a result of 
I residence in asylums er as a result cf a lowered 
resistive pcwer tc infection by the tubercle L;jcillue. 
With this cL jest in view, I made c oservat icr.s 
on the or:cnic indices cf six member: cf the stiff, wl:C 
were, sc far as could be ascertained, al.c-clutely fret - 
Í 
from tubercular disease. 
I alsc made cLeervations on thirty cases of 
persons suffering from various forms of mental disease 
commencing with those most recent ?.y admitted and 
extending my et er7b t i ons to these whc had resided in 
the asylum for se long- a period as eleven years. All 
these cases were, at the time cf observation free from 
active tube. rular disease, but five showed evidences 
of having, at seme time, suffered from tubercular 
infection. One of them had cicatrices in the neck. 
Four had flattonin7 of the chest, with diminished 
roc :'cr..ent, eerie, dullness on percussion and increased 
vocal freraitus with rrc longed exriratic n. Two of these 
were cases cf general paralysis. 
During their peric,l cf residence, nc.ne cf the 
thirty cases observed had ever required medical 





The cpecnic index cf the blood serum was 
for 
determined,five consecutive days, and the averau 
index cf each case calculated for that peric t. In 
all cases the s run was compare( with nay own which 
was taken as unity. 
To ascertain if any further infcrmat i en cc uld be 
gained from the opecnic indices, I injected the 
ccntrc l cases und the insane patients with Kochi, 
New Tuberculin T.R. 
Four cf the control cases, and twelve cf the 
insane received an injection cf 1 /eCO mgr. T.R., 
while two contrcl cases and eighteen insane cases 
were injected with 1/750 mgr. T.R. The opsc:nic 
indices were then observed for a further period and 
the results tabulated. 
Sc far as is at present known, the c p sonic i rd ( x 
cf human serum to the majority cf organism's ir very 
similar to that of tubercle. For purposes cf 
comparison as between the healthy sane individual 
and the non- tubercular insancil examined the indices 
of five control sager, and fifteen insane patients te 
the bacillus coli communia, Staphylococcus a=areus, 
and micrococcus rheumaticus for five days before the 
injection of T.R. was given and for acme days 
thereafter. 
Throughout the v:hcle series cf observations, the 
temperature and pulse rate were recorded trice daily 




The quartit._ve and qualitative let:cccytceis was 
cbserved in all the control cases and in nineteen 
cf the cases suffering from mental disease. 
To observe the effect cf the injection cf 
tuberculin on the insane, the urine cf ter. patients 
whc were confined tc bed at the time, was collected 
before and after injection, and the amount of urea 
and chlorides excreted during each 24 hours recorded. 
At the same time, an accurate record cf the albumen 
and chlorides ingested daily was made, and the 
difference between ingestion and excretion noted. 
Daily notes were made upen the mental symptoms, 
particularly of the acute cases under observat.icn. 
For convenience of description, I divide the 
result of work done intc:- 
FIRSTLY Opsonic Indices to the Tubercle Bacillue. 
A. In the control cases before the injection 
of tuberculin. 
B. In the insane cases before the injection 
of tuberculin. 
C. In the control cases after the injection 
of tuberculin. 




SECONDLY. Lpsonic Indices tc the Bacillus Ccli 
Communis, Staphylococcus Hureu: . and 
__1crc cc.ceus Eheumaticus. 
A. In the contrcl cases befcre 4 injection 
of tuberculin. 
B. In_ the insane cases before the injection 
of tuberculin. 
C. In the ccntrol cases after the injection 
of tuberculin. 
D. In the insane ct+ses after the injection 
of tuberculin. 
THIRDLY. Observations on the Temperature and Pulse 
Rate of the Control and of the Insane 
cases, before and after the injection cf 
Tuberculin. 
FOURTHLY. Observations on the í:iuwtit.t..ti"e and 
Qualitative I,eucoeytcsis in the Contrcl 
and Insane cases, before and after the 
injection cf Tuberculin. 
FIFTHLY. Observations on the Urinary excretion cf 
the Insane cases before and after the 
injection cf Tuberculin. 
SIXTHLY. Observations en the Lental Symptoms 




SEVENTHLY. Summary and Conclusions. 
In an appendix I have shown in tabular form 
some of the results obtained. 
TECHNIá'UE EMPLGYED. 
Before reliable results can be obtained in 
estimating the opsonic power of the blood, considerable 
experience in the technique cf the operation is 
necessary. 
I had been engaged at this work for three months 
before I considered my results sufficiertly accurate 
for the pueposes of this wcrk. I have continuous 
records of many cases for sc long as three weeks but, 
as I had records of only five ccnsecutivo cbservatione 
in all cases prior tc injection with tuberculin, I 
give the results fcr that period only. 
The blood examined was taken at the same hour 
daily and theref cre,as nearly as possible under the 
same conditions as tc exercise and the digestive 
processes. Any change which these conditions may 
cause in the cpsenic power cf the bleed, and which 
might lead to error in the results obtained, was 
thereby reduced. 
The blood, in all cases, was taken from the lobe 
of the ear, which was purified before being punctured. 
The/ 
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The first drop of bleed was removed and a sufficient 
quantity for t number of observation._ being made 
was drawn into a straight glass pipette with 
capillary ends. The pipette was not quite filled. 
To prevent heating the serum, the vacant end of the 
pipette was sealed in a flame. Af tc r centrifuging,, 
the senom separated frcm the ec rpuscles . The 
unsealed end of the pipette was then broken off and 
the serum exposed. !:y own serum, which was the 
control observed in every case, was drawn from my 
finger. 
My leucocytes were also used during the 
cbservaticns. Blood was dropped directly from my 
finger, which was deeply punctured and bled freely, 
into a solution of 3 per cent citrate cf soda in 
.85 per cent chloride of sodium sclutic n. Twc parts 
cf this solution was put into a small tube set in a 
piece cf cork, and the bleed run into it, the whole 
being thoroughly mixed during the prccec.s. With a 
less dilution the blood tended to clot. This mixture 
was then centrifuged. The supernatent fluid was 
pipetted off, and the ccrpu::cles again washed with a 
solution of .85 per cent sodium chloride. After 
centrifuging, this solution was drawn off with a 




were gently stirred and the leuccc :-tes fairly 
distributed. 
Suspenbicns of the various organises used, 
except tubercle were: made every second day in a normal 
sodium chloride solution. In the case of the 
Tubercle bacillus the contrast staining employed 
prevented any error cf enumeraticn which might have 
resulted frcm the presence of ccntaminating organisms 
in the sclutic:n. The tubercle suspension was renewed 
For tubercle 
at frequent intervals however. 
4 a 
1 in 1000 sodium 
chloride sc luticn wag, used, as the clumping cf the 
organism is said to he less with the weaker solution. 
The amount cf tubercle powder necessary was moistened 
with the sclution, and pounded in an agate mortar. 
Yore sclutic n was added, and when the suspension was 
complete the whole was filtered into u small sterilised 
test. tube. 
The suspensions were made as nearly as possible 
of the same strength throughout., but as the came 
control was used in all cases, and the index calculated 
by the result obtained in the control case, no error 
results from a slight variation in the strength of the 
suspensions used frcm day to day. 
having obtained the blood serum leucocytes and 
organis-mal suspension, ecual quantities of these thrce 
were measured in a capillary tube, and thoroughly mixed 
i n/ 
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in the cell cf a hanging drop slide. The mixture vrac 
then drawn ir:tc a capillary tube, the end cf which was 
sealed in a flame, and the whole incubated fcr 1` 
minutes at a temperature cf 37 degrees .C. At the end 
of that time the end cf the capillar;. tube was 
snipped off, and the contents blown upon a slide. 
AS even a film as possible was made, se that the 
leucocytes : nA the organisms nct ingested were fairly 
distributed and nct clumped at the edges cf the film. 
inumeratic:r. is prolonged by so doing, but the result 
is mere accurate, as it can at once be seen whether 
the organism is actually inside c.r only lying on 
the top cf the leucocyte. 
The tubercle slides wore stained with 
Nielsen stain, while all the others were stained with 
Jenner's eosin and Methylene Blue. 
An oil immersion lens, and a movable stave, fixed 
to the microscope used, are necessary for enumeration. 
The number of organisms ingested by a definite number 
cf leucocytes i: calculated in the control film. The 
number obtained was taken to represent unity, fcr that 
particular organism for that series of cbservat.icna. 
Frcm the comparison cf the number cf organisme ingested 
ir the same number cf leucocytes in the film cf any 
case, 7.1.t1-- the number found in the control, the index 
of that case tc the particular organism was obtained. 
Never / 
Never less that fifty leucccytec were counted 
in the estimation of the tubercle cpscnic index, and 
in many cases 80 were examined. The contents of 
fifty cells were usually counted in the case cf the 
other crganisms observed, but on some c.ccasicns, only 
thirty were enumerated. The same number of 
leucocytes xas examined at the same cbservatien for 
any one organism. 
The opsonic pcwer of the control serum w::e, very 
constant, the number of organisms ingested showing 
little variation from day tc day when the same 
crganismal suspension was used. As the same methods 
of p: ccedure were used all through these cbservi.ticns, 
the amount of spontaneous phagocytcsls which may occur 
does not affect the results obtained. 
It was nc part, of my plan to attempt the 
elucidation of obscure thecreticl points involved 
in the procedure adopted, but where my observations 
have any bearing on the practical utility cf the 
methods employed, these points have been acted. 
OPSiNIC INDICES TO 
THE TUEEFCLE BACILLU:,. 
14. 
(.pscr:ic Indices te the Tubercle Lacillus in the 
Control Cases prier to Injection with Tuberculin. 
In six control cases the tubercule- cpscnic 
index r.as estimated for five consecutive days before 
injection. 
The average index obtained by these observations 
was 1.07, the average fer each case being.O8, .97, 
1.34, 1.06, 1.01, 1.11, the variation therefore 
being between .97 and 1.7,4. 
Urwick found the average tubercule- ops.iiic index 
in twenty healthy persons to be 1.006, while Eulloch 
found the average index of 84 healthy persons to be 
.96, the variation ranging fr(m .6 to 1.2. 
Lawson and Ct.ewart obtained an average tubercule - 
opsonic index of 1 in 25 healthy pereone with a 
variation between and 1.2. In none of these 
records however is any inriicaticn given as to how 
often each case was examined before the average index 
was calculated. Aa I have found a considerable 
daily variation in the opsonic indices cf healthy 
perbene, in my crinion a single observation cannot be 
relied upon to give a correct indicatien cf the 
cpsc.nic power of an individual. There is no 
indication riven in these reccrds,either,cf the time 
when the observations were made. As it has been 
shown/ 
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sown that in tubercular patients at least the : e iv 
an increase in cpscnic Fewer after exercise, the 
observations ought to be made at the same heur daily° 
and as nearly as pcssiblc under the sale cenditicns. 
Urwick states that there is little variation in 
the opscnic index cf the same person frcm day tc day. 
I found a considerable variatic.n in the indices 
registered in the control cases from dey tc day. 
erne of them fell as low as .f on one cccasicn. 
In cases cf acute tubercular disease fluctuaticns 
in thc opscnic index occur, some cf the patients 
having indices which pass fro subnormal t c above 
en occasicnc, while others have u persistently 
high index. In none of the control cases examined 
was there any evidence cf active cr latent tubercular 
family hictcry. I found hcwever that the average 
cpscnic index in my control cases differed very little 
from week to week and I have therefore based my 
resulto upon thee averages. Considered in this 
manner the results cf my observations en the ci ntrcl 
cases are very similar to these obtained by Lawson 
and Stewart in healthy country subjects. 
The Tuberculc- opscnic Indices cbtair.d in the Insane 
cases prior to Injection. with Tuberculin. 
The/ 
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The 30 insane patients examined for five 
ccnsecutive days gave an average index cf .68. 
The variaticn Vvt;s between .65 and 1.23. This result 
is below the indices obtained by Lawson and Stcv,art 
as, well as those recorded in the six ccntrcl cases 
examined ry myself. The daily variation in the 
indices in the insane patients is also greater than 
in the centre] persons and the fluctuations are acre 
marked, the rise and fall being abrupt. 
The average indices of the five patients with 
evidences cf old tubercular disease were:- 1.03, 
.ç ?6, .65, .84, .9+3, giving an average index cf .88, 
the same as that found for all the 30 cases. 
The difference between the index fc.und in the 
C control cases 1.07 and that found in the inr.une 
p_.tiEnts examined - .88 is very striking. As the 
insane are admitted by all Le he liable t.c tubercular 
irfecticn,this observation is strong evidence in 
favour cf the view expressed by "'right and previously 
tated,that the opsonic power of the bloc'3 serum can 
used ar a test of the liability te inftcticr by 
particular organisms. That being, 2c,it may t,c 
ccr iuded that the insane as a cl _:sF hrvc r: lc.wercd 
resistive power to the tubercle bacillus as compare(( 
with the healthy sane population. 
To/ 
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To estimate ;whether the length cf residence in 
an asylum has any bearing upen the liability cf 
patients te contract tubercular infection, in the 
first table the patients examined are classifia 
cccr ing tu their length cf residence. 
TABLE I. Table clessifyinr the insane Patient:: 
according te their length cf residence 







Index. of Residence. - 
A. Under 6 months e .07 
I. Over 6 months & under ] year 5 .80 
C. Over 1 year & under ^ years 3 .22 
D. Over 0 years & under 3 years 3 .92 
E. Over 3 years & under 4 years 4 .96 
F. Over 4 years & under 5 years 4 .E9 
G. Over 6 Tears 3 .N:. 
This table shows that the average opccnic inch x 
cf the patients in the classes A and B is lower than 
that found in any cf the other classes whose length 
cf residence in the asylum had been greater. That 
this is not due to the fact that the number cf' I at i nt 
included/ 
1E. 
included in these tuc classes is la rer t h :r. that in 
any cf the other classes i., proved Ly the fact that thei 
,average tubercule- opscnic indices cf all the patients 
cf less than one years residence is .82, while the 
average index for all the 17 patients cf longer 
residence is .C^. 
Length of residence in an asylum is therefore 
not a factor which of itself tends to lower the 
resist.i` Lower cf the insane tc tubercular infection 
but rather the reverse,ae those patients who had 
resided for over two years in the asylum had an 
average opscnic index of .93 as compared with the 
index cf .82 in those of under one year's residence. 
As the chronic insane are believed to be more 
gone to tubercular infection than the acute caser the 
eeconc] treble is drawn up so as te classify the patients 
tccor :ding to their mental state. 
ABLIi: II. Table classifying the Insane Patients 
according tc their Nental State. 
Number 
cf cases 
4. Cases with Acute Mental Syrptcms 7. 
]. Cases with Subacute Mental Symptems P. 
C. Chronic Cases (Secondary Dementia) 71 
3. Cases of General Paralye: - . 4. 
This/ 
Ave.rag 






lhi table seems tc rie tc j:cint tc fa 4 +:. t 
the acutely insane have a much lower resistive pc 
to tubercule than the chronic demented cases and it is 
cuite icssible that they become infected ;.ith tubercular 
disease d "ring the per__( _ì cf er_set cf the mental disease. 
The acute cases were all recent admissions except 
c.ne, a case cf mania who had been recidcnt for more 
than 3 years but whose opsonic index was .95. 7 it.h 
three exceptions these patients were adults. In all 
the demented cases the illness had commenced ciurinb 
adclescence. 
;L11 the general paralytic cases had been ro:ident 
in the asylum for less than crie year. Two of them 
showed evidences cf having at. . crrc time suffered from 
tubercular disease but I could detect no synptc ma of 
active disease st the time these observations were 
The average opscnic index cf the remaining two 
ca ces rias very low being only .78. 
General paralytics are as a class very lia le tc 
tubercular infecticn and the low tubercule- cpsoi.ic 
indices recorìed in these four cases indicate that their 
liability to tubercular infection is 11:c tc ' h,: it low 
resistive power. 
Certain forms of mental dises.. are supposed to 
predispose/ 
rsn. 
rreliese the patio-7.t cc tubHI'c-71:J. aci the 
tyn- cf 7onta1 believed Le be 7eof 
frs-Jently associated :iti infeca is 
adtleocent insanity. The thl'E-:e most common fcrr cf 
insanity met with in A.olescent s-,lbjoct ale acute 
mania, ::atatonia and hebonhronia. 
Table 3 classifies the acute casos according to their 
form of mental disease. 
TABLE III. Table classifying the Insane Patients with, 
- - 
acute mental symptoms according_te thoir 
form of 7:ental Disease. 
Form of :.ental Disease! 
A. Adolescent Insanity: 








2 cases (adults) 
2 car: (adillts) 
lOpsonic TI.d, X. 
.91 
- =- 
The table shows that the tuberculo-oroenic index 
the acutely insane adolescent fatients is lower than 
that of the acutely insane adults,. It i!lt(1,estinr 
to compare this index in the acutely insoae 
of 
cases with that obtained in the 11 chronic cases in :-11 
-f 7:hom the mental discoso had (-1-71rate1 ndol- 
esconce. These 11 casco in sl'itf of theIr sLaLe of 
domontia and in spite of their loar r sidone in th. 
asylum had a tuborculo-onscnic tncì x n-_ra-1-.:1F .22. 
uch a finding does not sur.rest that a 1 .r:hon:d 
asylur- r..,sidonce predio-oces to ',,ubL-vcaz-x infcl-n 
nL 1, points to the fact that the rsist.ive reTer Lo 
tubercle/ 
tubercle is lc :erect ty the Inset cf mental disease. 
It is also an interest.ir_E fact that the tuberculc- 
opscnic index in the rielanchclic cases is cn_1;; .88 
as against .91 in the t;;c cases cf acute mania as 
it is an undeniable Fact that adults suffering frcx 
maniacal excitement are much less prone te ctntract 
. 
tubercular infection than adults suffering frc.r. 
:elanchrlia. 
,.1.v:.,liens er, the Control Cases after 
Injectica with Tuberculin. 
To estimate still furthcr if there v;u: 
difference between the sane and i.ns::rr., pen-cry in 
their reaction tc tubercle, I injected the si:: centre"! 
cC.trc, all members cf the asylum staff, with Kcch' e 
ner tuberculin v,hich will be subsecruerrtl.y refr:iieú 
te in this paper as T.R. 
Sc far, thc, cnly record cf such injectic,n_ in 
hoe.lthy perscn5, i., that rCCCr.ìC:-i by T:awcc-n and :`t<'^:a_'t 
who injected 4 ccntrcl cases; the dore of T.R. which 
tht,y er-plc:ÿc.1 is net stated. 
It is nc?-; generally believed that if s rerson is 
ir`':_etc'd cf thc p«thcgenic LT: irj!.C`t.i('I"ï 
cf ,. vaccine cf the ir.fE:ct.IYf oI'Eú:_is::ì :is f e11C w!''".. 
?. 
by an immediate fall in tthe cp-cx is I ctver cf the 
blood serum of the persci: se injectent. The arncLrt 
and _duration of this fall, core cnl: s oker_ of as the 
negative phase, depends,acccrcling to Wright, cr_ the 
amount cf the :dose of vaccine administered and if the 
dose injected be large enough, a temperature reaction 
and ccrstituticnal symptems may be produced. The 
ne,J.ative phase is ^c llcwel by a posit ive phase, as it 
is called, when the cp:?cr is power cf the bloc. scrum 
is increased. This_ pc Litive phase may last a 
variable time, but ultimately the opsonic power falls 
back to the level at urich it stood prior te injection 
In estimating the effect cf the use any drug 
or vaccine it is always necessary to take into 
consideration the idioscyncrasy cf the individual to 
the particular drug or vaccine used. With a vaccine 
injectieri the idioscyncrasy cf the person injected may 
be taken tc represent the liability to in`'ecticn by 
that particular organism from which the vaccine is 
made. 
Sc far no exact definition cf the tenu ne Ltiti c 
phase has been. made. After menthe of careful v'c-rk 
and by noting the differences fo'. ìd in the oç cynic 
pew r cf the bleed serum cf healthy rt:rsens te 
t :aricus cr-aniens upon several successiv carys, I dc 
net/ 
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and lasted in the one case 2, an in the cthcr 3 days, 
reaching .59 and .63 respf_ c t iv l y . The e uì.sec;uent. 
rise was rapid, reaching 1.E7 in the one and 1.74 
in the other on the sixth day after injection. The 
average index cf one cf these cases prior tc injection 
was .98 and of the other 1.32. 
In the remaining, 2 ccntrcl cases injected with 
1/E00 r -gr. T.R. no necative phase followed injection. 
In the health_; perscns injected by Lawson and 
Stewart no ne..ative phase occurred. As the results 
I obtained did nct agree with the observations 
reccrled by Iaw::cn and Stewart, I concluded that the 
dose of T.R. which I had used was too large. The 
remaininé tore control perscns were therefore injected 
with 1750 mgr. T.R. and with this dose no nog ctive 
phase occurred in eitber cf them. The riot in the 
tuberculc- opsonic power occurring after injection in 
these twc controls was immediate, the maximum being 
reached the day fcllcwing injection. The average 
index of these two control cases prior tc injection 
was high being 1.01 and 1.11 and they roce to 1.25 
:and 1.38 respectively. 
is all the control pervers were in good health 
and free from tubercular infection it is probable 
that the large dose cf T.R. used in the first four 
cases accounts for the occurrence cf the two negative 
phases recorded. It is necessary ho.,ever tc state 
th a± / 
csr 
that one of the t::c control cases The presented a 
negative phase after ir:jectic:n_ had a tubercular 
family history. 
\e rise cf temperature or constitutional 
sy:Lptoms occurred as the result of injection in any 
cf the control cases. 
The Cpscnic Indices cf the Insane Patienta 
after Injection with T.R. 
Twelve of the insane patients received an 
injection cf 1/500 mgr. T.R. L leven of them, or 
91 per cent, gave a negative phase: after injection. 
Four of the patients who gave a negative phase had in 
the first instance a slight rise in the tubercule- 
opscr:ic index. This initial rise wau folle L!d ty u 
decided fall whicìr :ras complete in all the cases on 
the third day after injection. In thc insane patienta 
who gave a negative reaction it was noticed that the 
fall in thc tuberculo- opsonic index wan gradual and 
prolonged when compared with the sa :ue fall in the two 
control cases who Lave a negative reaction, and in 
whom thc fall in the curve cf thc: tuberculo- cpccnic 
index was abrupt. The onset of the positive phase 
in the insane patients was gradual and prolong n1 the 
ma. jor ity taking longer t c attain their :',aximum than 
the two control cases who Lihc'': d r reaction. 
The/ 
ô. 
The insane patients aloe at the hei.ht cf 
positive phases fail d to reach such a hic':h level cf 
tuberculc- epscni c pcwer as th two centrcl cases who 
showed a negative react.ic t. 
P iti r 
In other words the reaction to the injection was 
much slc7,er and less pronounced in the insane patients 
than in the control cases. 
In two of the insane patients who presented 
signs of old tubercular disease the negative reaction 
after injection was much less marked than in some cf 
the other insane patients who presented nc signs of 
old tuberculosis. 
Gn comparing the results cf the injection of 
tuberculin upon the opseìiic indices cf the acutely 
insane and chlcr.ic cases finj th'tf ir: the acute 
cases the negative phase produced va: more marked 
that in the chronic case , and that th 
positive phase wa.7 pr :lcr_re? . 
chronic cant's who were injected 
The 
with '4:1- . - mi r. T.71 . 
showed a much less marked and F,relony,c:ï r __ c1.i -, 
than the acutely _.,sanu. 
, 
ThESt'.. observations wCLll:ï see:!, t( i`"diC'itFJ that 
the resistive power ef t ' ! r ti.' .t., .uLn.r ZrÜ lrl^i 
acute :.:icY:t.,1 disease was less than {.:::ai -nUl'... 
chronic cases who had to seme ext.ent, recovered their 
pC°T`'i',/ 
power of resisting tubercular itt ctic ni but in whom 
the mental disease had left irreparable brain damage. 
1 The views recently advanced, that many cf the acute 
forms of insanity owe their causa to bacterial 
toxines :nay explain this diffC rv_ace in reactive power,: 
if it can be proved that a severe cr6anismal infection) 
by one crganism lowers the resistive power of the human 
body to other or6ani =.ms. If this should be so, then 
the acutely insane have their resistive 1 ewer cc 
reduced as tc render them liable to any form of 
infection, while the chronic caces, who have recovered 
from the acute toxaemia, alt.} cugh left with damaLel 
brain cells, have, to some extent, regained their 
general resistive power, at all Events this .teems to 
apply to tubercular infction. Elsewhere 1 have 
recorded observations upon the epscnic in,lico:i of 1 ho 
insane and controls tc organisms other than tubercle. 
It may also be further deduced from these 
observations that prolonged residence in an asylum 
does not predispose the patient tc tubercular 
infection as thr acutely insane, all of ;shc:a had Leon 
resident for periods under one year showed a deficient 
reactive power when compared with the chronic cases, 
.many of whom had been many years resident. This 
ccnclusicn is also supported by comparing the opscnic 
indices/ 
indices of the insane patients a" :ti_own in _able c.I 
1 where, : t^;.. al3' ady.,'en rcinte.; cup, the . ::c,_ 
recently admitted case., ,who .,ere also the acutely 
insane, had a lower tuberc?ilú- opscric index than t.o 
patients who had been lcnrer re l úc nt and were there- 
fore chronic cases of mental Uis e aae. 
That so large a proportion as 01 per cent cf the 
insane cases should show a ner;at.ive phase after in- 
jection with 1/500 mf7r. T.R. as ag,ainet 50 p. r ,^cnt 
in the control cases seems tc indicate that the 
resistive power of the insane to tubercular infection 
is loss than that of sane persons. That such a largo, 
proportion cf both the same and insane should give a 
negative phase after injection in probably due to the 
fact that 1/500 mgr. T.R. is too largo a dose. in . 
none of the twelve patients injected with this dose 
however were there any condtitut.ional symptoms. 
Eighteen insane patients were injected with 
1/750 mgr. T.R. Of these only 4 shcwed a negative 
phase. That is to say or. per cent as compared with 
01 per cent of those injected with 1/500 ng,r. T.R. 
Only one of these four patients showed evidences 
of old tubercular disease and that one patient was a 
case of general paralysis. 
The/ 
 
The average tul:erculo- epscnic indices for the E day 
prior to injection did not lead cnc tc t h. t 
ill these cases 
negative phase would follow injectic. '._ 
had an index of 1.07. 
In the remaining; 14 cases of this series i_: j c t 
with 1/750 mgr. T.R. in whom ne ne ative phase 
supervened the maximum rise of the positive phase 
was reached much more slowly than in the: twe euntrcl 
cases injected with they same dose. In cn% tw. .1 
these cases was there an immediate rite to the maximum 
tuberculo- opsonic index on the dad. fells -, in,: 
while in the majority of the cases four clay., 'r,crr 
required tu reach that peint. 
All. the patients injected with ], /7EC ;1Lr. T.R., 
with the exception of four who siiffere' fr 
paralysis, were subacute cr chronic cales 
only two excepticr1s . th had been _ ,rident for mer:: 
than two years in the asylum. 
The difference be t' een t.ho: reaction in the two 
control cases and the eighteen insane patients i_l ie t; ,cì 
with 1 j 750 mgr. T.R. was the slow reaction of the 
insane after injection. Roth the ccntrcl cases 
reached their maximum on the day following tho 
injection, while the insane patients took an average 
of 4 days to reach the same positive maximum. There 
was/ 
was however no difference in trr L-.ximun ic. _ t i _ 
¡ level ulti^^`ìte1y both the C^nt_'cl ;r 
1 insane patients. 
i 
I The result bt_in C .. t.c uc.:t» l cases 
correspon3s with that, recorde-, ani Stewart 
i the _ healthy r _. ̀  , 1 __. four  ,,i.. jl 21S they C_:aì717::J.. 
::right has stated "that th:- r.sultScf hi:> 
observations EieE;:^ tc s'_Irr-E:'t that the development of 
a negative phase following a lose of T.R., si:i..7.ler than 
( that which sculcl produce this result in a health., 
person, may prove to be an index of turcrcul,ir 
infection. Such a conclusion ,°rculct be in harmer 
with our experience in connection with the 
therapeutic inoculation cf T. &. vaccine (New 
Tuberculin) . Te find in t.hi: connecticn that t,h ; 
negative phase supervenes upcn a very much s;nrtiln. 
dcse and persists much longer in the care where the, 
patient is the subject cf extensive in£c,ct ior: than in 
the C:oP'.traI'y case." 
As the result cf th- obser,-ati`2: ,. ? ..;, T.aw; vt1 
and Stewart upon the four healthy p:,recns who::: 
i njcte ì with tuhc:rculin, thc;; state "The ^iaf-atrance 
cf a ne:T.-2tive phase after i2lcculalti+':_'1 with a aall 
quantity of tuberculin (T.R.) : ..C':1 ' _'rl";::lt. one to 
distinguish between the blood cf .. tubject, cf tub_icul:.r 
Irïv'lt-1C?- and that of a person in ocun., 
'f/ 
31. 
6f the six contrcl c-.se:7 , _c.. -.:j-ct_'- with 
tuberculin, t^:-c, :_Le previc:uely stated, r-ave a negative 
I,eactzon. Ecth these control cases, well L11 ac the 
eleven non- tubercular insane patients who e.13e 7ave 
a negative reaction, were injected. with 1/500 mgr. 
T.R., I therefore conclude that this :?ose is toe 
large for diagnostic purpcses. 
The results obtained with an injecticn of 1 /7E0 
mgr. T.F. are very different. Neither of the ccrtrcl 
cases Sc injecter; 611cz:td a fall in the txborculc- 
cpsonic power, while of the 1E1 insane patio It: 
similarly injected cnly 4, cr ^^." per cent, 
presented a negative phase. 
Of these four insane patients who ..ï:ewt;;: ;. 
negative phase after injecticn cr 
of former tubercular disease. The ()the the e 
presented no sins or symptoms of tube : r' alae 
but the evidences of early tubercular 11.!- c,t_ I. 
admittedly difficult to detect in th: insane. 
The tuberculo- opsonic indices prior tc injecti.,: 
in these four patients who showed a negative, phe: were 
much more irregular than the tubercule- cpeer:ic 
indices in the 14 cases rho gave no nezative reacticf.. 
The same fact was noted in the tubercule- opsoni c 
indices of the contrcl cases and insane i , t ients 
I injected with 1/500 mgr. T.R. In t::c5( who rave 
no negative phase th'. : uberculc- epscriic indices prier 
tc / 
were 
prier tc injection /'. very regular she_- ..ixa little 
variation from t.... ._;_ ,, w1:i1,? the tubercn1C;- 
ci scni c indices of those who ¿rive c r:eç It i`; e 
showed considerable daily variation. 
".right has shown that a fresh infection cf 
tuberculin given during the negative phase, induce 
by a previous injection, produces a cumulative 
effect, that is tc say it still further emphasise 
the negative phase. It is therefore possible thaat 
in those who are already inf ,cted with tubercle that 
an injection given when the t.ubercule- opscnic, index 
was much below cr much above the healthy avera e, 
mid ht produce very different results. In the 
control persons and the insane patients upon A.:c:n 1 
made these observations howl ve-,r». could c1c to t no 
connection between the level of the t.ul)sI'c-:n1e -cpt;t nie 
index on the day of injection and the subseuent 
presence or absence of a negative phase. 
It is therefore probable that the amount cf 
tuberculin administered has a more important teurin6 
en the production of a negative phase after injection 
in non -tubercular persona than th, level of the 
tuberculo- opscnic index at the time of injection and 
as I have already pointed cut the =curt cf v ariati en 
in the tubercolc- opscnic index prior to injection 1-L; 
also to be considered in esti: :at.ing the occurrence or 
absence of a negative phase after inoculation. 
OPSfNIC INDICT-- TO THE BACITUS 
COLI CO'. :.'_UNIS, STAPHYLOCOCCUS AURLUS 
AND L ICROCOCCUS RI:LUi,::",TICUS. 
making o-ust:ratic;:l 7:_Ph t, 
ba(;illus, 1, at th;E 
peer te ether oriTanis:Ls, cf c:ntrcl 
fifteen insane p7t,,,?nts:- 
ln 7:rij7ht's ear'i,?ct r-:searches en th 
body in human blood serums 11,3. usej ruLt fcr cf 
staphylococci. R fc'in1 in varicu fccm cf 
staphylococcal Inva6io:, sch as Acne, 
and Sycsis, tha', the index cf 
infected was lower than that of nn ordif:ary 
in.dividual tc the particular crganislf. 
disease. By his .:aetlicci or inoculatinl cf 
male from the infecting orL;clni7ms he was able tc 
greatly improve the ccnrliticl. .,ven 
intractable case. 1;u11 Cctaic1 
and cases have 'tcen I--.7e()r,Thdwhere 
ether infective disease hecn cur:!1 Ly irila 
treatment. 
Although there are nc statistics t(.. uppert the 
statement, I have found durn: my ros11-1c,:- In 
Perth District Asylum that the i=o-.H 
suffer from acne, boils, and other i w cf 
From many such I have iol%ted 
a starhylececcus aurous. Cloustcn lhat 
boils and skin. irriti7tions are CL:::. In come fcrr.s 
uf mental disease,- 
Cystitis cecurs in 
fairly h.n.a7th.y pat,i-lts. In mli.n7 cas(i.1 _:7t_. 
t1-17,. bacillus Coll co=unis, r rt. 11!eì 
present, in the urine. intcstinal 
are also ccmmon amcn;7st the insarc' L. a, in scne 
cases, associated 7:ifh ti :icxcbe. Jc.,:m3tue 
and Goodall found atsLlutinins tc various Litraino 
the bacillus cell ccmmunis in the 1cod of CO pe.; ct2Lt 
cf insane eases exanlinel by them. For :ny 
therefcr, I use:1 stnfhloccecus aureus, and bacillut: 
culi Thu [7:7:th cf thr bacillus COli jjJ 
.aL c1Aaind faecr patient. 
staphylococcus aureus WEI.0 obtained from the cìe 
marrow of a case cf acute Mhnia who diel in a tp.Loid 
state. It was toft,.1 by Dr. Dowson cf !Issrs 
Burrouchs Welcome & Cc' o FatclorTical Laborater, 
;and was pronounced by him to be a pure culture ci' 
this organism. 
Dr. L.C.Bruce has isclated streptecocci from tht 
'blood cf a case of acute mnia and also frc,n 6 Cu cf 
't form cf adolescent insanity - katatcnia,- and 11% 
:ound agLlutinins tc the:oe in the 1,2ccd of 
Hthe majority of patients r;iffi!li.; thu same 
dis&ases. 
Erysipelas is alsc mcru comon amonL:_t 
the inone than anl.r.L,st the E7ane 1-,cpulation. 
ini 
In the district from which the Perth District 
Asylum draws its patients rheumatism, in its various 
forms, is perhaps the most common ailment. Rheun:ati:; , 
however, (lees not appear tc be morE' common in the 
asylum thn in the country round. Although 
rheumatism is not a common cause of insanity it is sc 
in some cases and Cloustcn, in his bock on Mental 
Diseases gives a most graphic description of a cafe 
of rheumatic insanity. He also quotes statistics 
to show the important relationship between rheumatic 
attacks and the periods of puberty and adolescence. 
As almost 50 per cent cf all the persons on whom 
observations were made were adolescents, or, if insnno, 
in whom the illness had begun in adolescence, I used 
the micrncoccus rheumaticus as the type of streptccocuus. 
I found it much easier to work with them any other 
strain of streptococcus obtaina'l-le, as it did nut 
clump so readily in solution and was, therefore, 
more easily counted and gave more accurate and 
reliable results. 
Opscnic In:ices of the Control Cases to 
Bacillus Ccli, Staphylococcus Aureus 
and :íicrococcus Rhoumaticus prior 
to lnjccticn with Tuberculin. 
Five/ 
l. 
Five ccrtrol cases - examined tc these 
organisms for five consecutive lays. 
To the bacillus cell the a eì a -e index was 1.02., 
the variation ranging between .84 and 1.14. The 
variation in the individual cases is greater than 
to tubercle, and is more easily affected by outside 
influence. In one case, who attended a public 
dinner the previous evening, the index to bacillus 
cell recorded at the usual hour next morning was 1 .5 
while there was no marked difference in the indices 
obtained tc the other organisms employed at this 
observation. In these five control caser the 
average tuberculo opscnic index was 1.08 which is net 
much higher than that found to bacillus celi. 
The average index of the five cont. .el canes 
examined tc staphylococcus aureus was 1.1, wffh u 
variation between .89 and :.45. Cne case had 
invariably a very high index tc this organism - 
reaching on one occasion 1.63. The variation in the 
other cases was not very great. The index te this 
crc-anism is rather higher than that tc tubercle in 
the same cases being 1.1 as against 
In the case of the micrococcus rìeumaticus the 
same five cases gave an index of 1. The variation 
ranged between .89 ana 1.22. The variation in the 
individual cases is also wide. The average tubercule- 
opscnic/ 
77. 
cpsUnic index in these c:=seE L::- :.Ca, 1'1;_ v.._ ii:tic T, 
beint- bet.";een .97 - 1.32. 
TABLE IV. Table shc-..i_ t':_ Ç:re 4<- cocr:ic 
of the ccr!t. A_ cases to Tubercle Bacill: .-, 
Ecill_zs Ccli , taphy i occccus Aure us 
ana Micrcccccus Pheumaticue. 
T.B. B.C. 
1.08 1.02 
: .A. M.R. 
1.1 1.07. 
Thee is, therefore, very little .9if`'ercnce fc.uuù 
in the average index cf an healthy indiviluals 
t ste . tc these four organisms. That tc hac::illue 
; 
C ̂ 1i is lcwest, uni shows the lc-a:.t variat : 
,lat to s taph;; lucoccus aureus ir hi,^ilc:yt 
greatest tmount of vari.::.icn. exnc:inin^ the 
amount of variation to each variety of oranism, in 
each case individually, the range it çreatest to 
?r crccoccus thelzmaticus, bacillus cvli ìlcl:3inE :1(,cenci [ 
ca, whil,_ _e index tc st.<<phylc . .cu:: je 
most constant. 
Cpscnic Indices of the Insane Patients to 
Bacillus Coli, Staphylococcus Aurelio and 
iiicrococcue Rhelunaticus prior to 
Inoculati:,n with Tuberculin. 
In/ 
38. 
In twelve insane patients the ìvera7e cpscnic 
index te bacillus cell was 1.06, the variation bein" 
between .81 and 1.28. This result comparer- 
favourably with that fcund in the control cases 
although the variation is greater. In the came 
cases the tubercule- cpscnic index was .97 with a 
variation between .68 and 1.23. In 15 cases tested 
to staphylococcus aureus the index was 1.07 with 
a variation ranging between .91 and 1.38. This 
c,iffers ver;' slightly free the results obtained in the 
control cases. In the same cases the cavera! -o index 
to tubercle was only .9. 
Eleven cases who were observed tc the micrececcus 
rheumaticus, gave an average index cf .44, the 
variations being between .78 and 1 .21 . This iesa.] t 
is held; the index cf the centre 1 case: and the 
variation observed is treater. Tho averatc_ index 
tc tubercle in the same series of cases was .1. 
The amount of variation tc the tubercle bacillus Was 
the same in each series cf observations vi ?. .66 to 
1.23. 'hen the cases are examined in,liviJu::1l r ' 
the range cf variaticn is fcund to be greater in the 
insane patients than in the centre]. cases. 
Tt,ELE V./ 
30. 
TABLE V. Table comparing the Tuberculo -cpscnic 
Indices with Indices ebtaine_i tc the 
Bacillus Celi, Staphylococcus Aureus & the 
:icreccccus Rhe maticus in the same series 
cf Patients. 
,Averare Gpscnic Index tc B.C. 1.06 tc T.B. .7 
n n n n 
] .07 rr I.B. ,n 
" T.L. .01 
The tubercule -cp: c nic index i. . eel cv: the 
cpscnic index cf the ©e ether crganis :s in the insane 
cases and the rance of variat.icn Treater. 
Except in cne case ;:here a 1-cil lcv(;' 
the end of these c l)s rat icn roc ne cf the i ;:ti, ei ì 
were known to suffer from any in_ etive ccnlit icn ant 
all carious t .eth or (tiler source of ir.f: ctic.n had 
been removed, as far as possible, bcfcre th; we rk 
was begun. 
TABLE VI. Tabla ccnparinE the Average (4ccnic: In:ticee 
of the Control Cases is the Tubercle Bacillus, 
Bacillus Ccli Ccmmunis, ^taphylccoccus 
Aureus and .Acroceccus Rheumuticus with 















;ith the exce tif_n cf the avera; e 
cpsonic index cf the control : _.sac wa hij her tc all 
the organisms used in these observaticns, than in the 
insane patients. The amount of difference between 
the two averages to bacillus coli was very small and 
less than what was found in the case of any of the 
other organisms. 
It may therefore be concluded that the resistive 
power of the insane to cr[,anismal invasion is le: s than 
that cf the sane healthy population. 
The changes in the Opscnic Indices to Bacillus 
Coli, Staphylococcus Aureus, and !iicrococcus 
Rheumaticus, which occurred in the Control cases 
after In,j ec tic,n of Tubercul i r. : 
The observaticns with bacillus con i, stanhylccoccus 
aureus and rlicrococcus rhewnaticus, were continued 
after the injecticn of tuberculin. Each of the 
fcur cf the centrcl cases, who were injected with 
1 /F00 mgr. T.R., showed a negative phase to 
staphylococcus aureus. Three had l diminution cf 
cpscnic power tc hacillus coli and twc to the 
n:icrccoccus rheumaticus. 
cases 
Of the twc 
A 
who showed ne negative phase to 
t,Jbercle after injecticn, cne had a fall in opsonic 
power to all the three organisms tested, while the 
other/ 
41. 
other gave a similar result with acilli cli and 
staphylococcus s reus. 
Two cases d velcped a negative phase to the 
tubercle bacillus after the injection cf tuberculin, 
cne of these gave a similar reaction with all three 
cr`anisms, while the ether only diet so tc 
staphylococcus v_ureus. 
ABLE VII. Table showing number of Negative Phases 
in the Control Cases to the Tubercle 
Bacillus, Bacillus Coli, Staphylococcus 
Aureus and 'Ficrccc cous I;heumat icus folle ,.ing the 
Injection of 1 /{00 mgr. T.R. 
A. 
3. 




O. N. Pv . G . 
C. N. 
D. 
v. N. u. 
O. N. N. 
All the contrcl cases, therefore, gave a 
negative phase tc cne cr other of the:-,e crganisrnc, 
the b icillue coli, staphylococcus aureus, anti 
mic_ _ 'cssus rh 'umaticus after injec' icn with T.R. 
Of the ` elve series cf cbservat.icns marie to 
ether crc°anisms after the i_, jecticn cf tuberculin in 
nine instances a negative phase resulted, that is in 
75 per cent of the tctal. 
42. 
Only one control case injected with a 1/750 mgt. 
T.R. was tested to the three other organisms employed. 
No negative phase to tubercle was produced in this 
ense, hut there was a loss of cpscnic pcwer to the 
m_crcccccus rheumaticus after injection. 
Opscnic Indices of the Insane Fatients to the 
Bacillus Coli, Staphylcccccus Aureus and `::icrococcus 
Rheumaticus after Injection of 1/500 mgr. T.R. 
Nine insane patients injected with 1/500 mgr. 
T.R. were tested to bi.cillus cc,li after inject icn and 
in all a negative r: se rest ed. All twelve insane 
cases whc were injected with a similar amount of T.R., 
were tested to staphylococcus aireus and in eight cf 
these cases n. Tative phase - 'lowed, that in 6C 
per cent of the t.ctal. 
Of eight cases in the-same series examined to 
_crococcus rleumaticus five rave a negative 
:ease that is CZ per cent. 
TABLE VIII. Table showing percent ag_ of Neative 
Fhases to all the Organisms used in the 
Control Cases and In:aner'atients after 
the Injection of 1/500 mgr. T.R. 
T.h. B.C. . . A. .i{.R. 
Control 50 75 100 50 
Insane 91 100 66 6Z 
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On comparing the results obtained in the ccntrcl 
cases with those in the insane tc each crL,anis : it 
was seen that the percentage cf cases where a 
negative phase was observed after injection was less 
in the ccntrcl than in the insane cases tc tubercle, 
:cillus coli, and nicroccccus rheumaticus, but 
rester ' ßìe cor.'_: l cas s t :1 in the insane 
patients tc s'_ phyloccccus a'ireus. 
Gpscnic Indices of Insane Patients to the same 
Organisms after the Injection of 1/750 mgr. T.R. 
Only three cases injected with 1/750 mgr. 
T.R. were t. .-t.ed to the ether organisms. 
One of these cases gave a negative phase to 
tubercle after injection but one of them showed thin 
reaction to all the other organisms. Une had a 
fall in opsonic power to r.icillus soli only. The 
third case did not react in this -,.ay to any of the 
organisms. 
TABLE IX. Table showing number cf negative phases 
in the Insane cases to the Tubercle 
Bacillus, Bacillus Coli, ;;taphyloccccus 
Aureus and licrococcus Rheumaticus after 
the Injection.cf 1/750 mgr. T.R. 
44. 
T.B. B.C. .: -. I.R. 
Case 17 0. N. N. N. 
n 20 N. 0. U. 0. 
n 29 0. N. 0. 
In some cases the fall in the opscnic 
curve to these organisms was slight and the 
continuation of the curve showed little change from 
what it was before the injecticn of tuberculin, but 
in many the curve closely resembled that cf a typical 
negative phase tc tubercle. 
After an injection of either 1/500 mgr. T.R. cr 
1/750 mgr. T.R., I find the number of caser; in which 
a negative phase results is greater in the insane 
than in the sane. 
A series of sixteen observations were male on the 
control cases after injection with 1/500 mgr. T.R. 
ith all four organisms used,mmuly tubercle bacillus, 
bacillus coli, staphylococcus aureus and micr0coccu:; 
r:ieunaticus. In all, there were eleven negative 
produced after injection, that is in C9.7 
per cent. 
A series of forty -one cb:3rvaticns were !--1,; 
the twelve patients who were similarly injected. 
0f this total thirty -three showed a negative phase, 
that is 80.4 per cent. 
ith/ 
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,' :ith an injection of 1/750 mEr. T.R. one control 
case shoed a ne,ative plu.se in twenty -five i:er cent . 
cf the observations made. 
Twelve observat.icr_s were made en the three insane 
patients who were injected with the same dcse. In 
these a negative phase occurred in 41.6 per cent. 
It is, therefore, reasonable tc conclude that the 
Leneral resistive pcwer of the insane to crsarismnl 
infection is less than that possessed by the sere. 
Comparison cf results obtained in the 
Control, Acute, and Chrcnic Cases to 
Tubercle Bacillus, Bacillus Coli, 
:'taphylococcus Aureus, and Microccccu_ 
Rheumaticus, before and after the 
Injection of Tuberculin. 
A comparison cf the results obtained in the 
different classes cf cases examined to the organisms 
used during these observations before and after the 
injection of tuberculin v.culd lead cne lc suppose that 
there is a difference in the resistive pcwer tc 
crEanisrral in rasicn between these various classes. 
In five control cases tested tc all the crgrinisms 




orr,,nisms the .,11)rclo-o-nsonic index b.. 
was .C7 as co=a.red 7;ith .23 -1r ei7ht .ic c_- 
tested to all tho o_rT.ari,771o. 
The five con1=1 case's r.ivo an averr-c 
1.02 to bacilThs cDli. Tn four am7te cases ti ..- x 
to the r=e orr,nio7:s .7 (3. and in eif-ht chrer:ic c 
1.00. 
Tc sta-nhylococcur the Indcx c I c I 
the control caseo was 1.1. Tbc irdcy in 
acute casos was 1.01, while in tir chronic c s':7 
index was 1.12. 
The index to the rlicl-c-os-: 
control casos vías 1.07. Iii th.L» 
to this organism tho index and c lc 
cases .90. 
T2A3LE X. Table showing averare indices of tho 
different classes of casos to tho vari:s 
or7anioms before 1=rho injt»ction of tu.bcrculiL. 
T.B. P.C. A. r.E. Arrr:47c,Le ;Aror*-u. 
C21:TROL 1.00 1.02 1.1 1.07 1.04 
.P6 1.21 .9 .93 
=Nic n7 1.2 1.12 .9(1 1.01 
To/ 
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To each of the organisms tested the average 
index cf the acute cases was found tc be below that 
cf the ccntrcl cases and also: of the more chrcnie 
patients. The average index cf the chronic cases is 
belcw that cf the ccntrcl cases t. tubercle and 
m icroceccus rheumaticus but slightly above the 
control average index tc bacillus coli and 
staphylococcus aureus. As will be seen free: the 
foregoing table the aggregate average cf the ccntsc.l 
4: s is 1.04 while that cf the chrcnie cae s is 1.0]. 
As nc acute case was injected with 1/750 mgr. 
T.R., no comparison can be made between the various 
classes of cases after the injection cf that dose. 
In sixteen cbservaticns made on t:.e four control 
cases injected with 1400 mgr. T.R. eleven negativo 
phases followed -that is 68.7 per cent. 
Cf the twelve patients who were injected with the 
same dose, and examined tc at least two of the 
organisms used during these observations, seven are 
classified as suffering from acute mental disease. 
series of twenty -one observnt i ons were made mn these 
cases and ir seventeen a negative phase was produced, 
that is in 80.x' per cent.. 
Five cases similarly injected were classified 
as subacute cr chronic and had been resident in the 
asylum from one to six year's. Cn these,twenty 
.:iservaticns were made and a negative phase resulted 
in/ 
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in sixteen, cr a prcperticn of 80 per cent. 
TABLE XI. Table showing prcperticn cf Negative 
Phases in the different classes cf 
cases after injection with 1500 mgr. T.R. 
CGNTRCLS ACUTES CHROTIICS 
68.7 80.9 80. 
The percentage cf negative phases produced is 
highest in the acute cases and lowest in the control 
cases. This result agrees with the conclusion 
arrived at from a consideration cf the preceding table. 
The more chronic cases, have, therefore, a 
greater resistive power to crg,anismal infect± en than 
the more acute and recent cases but they are mere 
liable tc infection that the sane healthy pcpulnticn. 
Relation cf Index before Injection tc the 
Number of Negative Phases following Injection. 
That the average cf the four control cases 
injected with )/500 mgr. T.R. is higher to all the 
organisms used in these observations than in the 







Table cf average cpscnic indices tc 
the various crcanisms prier to 
injecticn with 1/500 mgr. T.R. 
T.R. B.C. S.A. 
1.08 .99 1.15 
.82 .98 1.04 
The difference in the percentaLe cf negative 
ir 
phases following injection cf 1/500 mgr. T.R.,1the 
control and in the insane cc =ses, is similar to the 
difference between their average opscnic indices 
befcre injections the figures heir.,-, 68.7 in the 
control cases, and 80.5 in the insane cases. 
nth the exception of staphylococcus aureus, the 
rercentage of negative phases tc each orf:«nism was 
less in the control than in the chronic cases; anni 
this was the only organism in which the amount of 
variation, (in the figures from which the average 
index was calculated), was greater in the control 
cases than in the insane. The range cf variation 
xac from .9 tc 1.4 in the healthy, and from .9 to 1.2 
in the insane. This fact may help to explain th, greater 
number of negative phases obtained after in ject.ior 
in the control cases. 
Relation/ 
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:elation cf the Dcse cf Tuterculin inlected 
tc the nimber of Negative Fhasee occurring 
after such Injection:- 
Tc estimate the effect of two different doses 
of tuberculin en the number cf negative phases prcduced, 
the same type of case must be examined in bcth 
instances. I have only examined sub -acute and 
chronic cases after the injection of bcth 1/500 mgr. 
T.R. and 1/750 mer. T.R. 
Twenty observations were made on the five cases 
injected with 1/500 mgr. T.R. and in sixteen instances 
a negative phase resulted, that is in 80 per cent. 
Three cases were injected with 2/750 mgr. T.R. 
Twelve series of observations were made in these caser= 
after injecticn and in five a negative phase was f;rccluCed, 
that is in 41.6 por cent. The larger ch. se, therefore, 
produces a higher percentage of negative phases after 
injection. 
The fact here demonstrated that the injection 
cf a large dcse of tuberculin lowers the resistive 
power cf the human body to invasion by c :ganisms ether 
than the tubercle bacillus, taken in ccnjuncticn with 
the fact that the bacterial resistive power of the 
cases cf acute mental disease is 'ewer than that 
pcssessed by the more chronic cases, somewhat supports 
he! 
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the view that acute insanity is due to bacterial 
toxaemia. 
Specificity of the Opsonic Body änd 
Diagnostic Value cf the Negative phase:- 
Bulloch claims to have demonstrated that the 
body in the 
cpsonicAblcod serum is largely specific to its cwn 
special organisms. lie based this claim on two 
experiments. Le first tested the serum against 
tubercle and staphylococcus albus. The serum was 
then mixed with one or other of these micrcbes and, 
after incubating and centrifuging the mixture, the 
supernatAnt fluid was tested against both organisms. 
The fluid was found to have largely lost its opscnin 
for the particular microbe with which it had been 
in contact, while it largely retained its cpscnin for 
the microbe with which it had not been digested. In 
the second case, the serum cf human beings was 
repeatedly tested against both tubercle and 
of 
staphylococcus. Injections tuberculin produced 
an increase in the tuberculous opscnin while leaving 
the quantity cf staphylococcus cpscnin unalterc:d and 
vice versa. He, however, does not state the dose 
given in his experiment. 
I have made no experiments cf the nature of the 
first experiment described by bulloch. 
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I have found that with a dose of 1/500 mgr. T.R. 
in healthy persons there is a fall in cpsonin power 
produced to ether organisms. In the one control 
case injected with a dose of 1/750 mgr. T.R., no fall 
was recorded tc tubercle; but a negative phase 
followed in the case of the micrcceccus rheumaticus. 
There was a rise recorded, however, at the first 
observation made eighteen hours after injection, but 
this was succeeded by a fall below any point previously 
recorded. In the three insane cases where 1/750 mgr. 
T.R. was given, fcur negative phases were recorded 
after injection to the three organisms which were 
used. 
The demonstration of the specificity cf the 
opsonic body in the blood serum is necessary to 
support the view that the production cf a negative 
phase, following the injection cf a minute dcse of 
tuberculin, is diagnostic cf infection by the tubercle 
bacillus. My observations demonstrate that for 
such diagnostic purposes a dose of 1/750 mgr. T.R. 
is toc large and that to give reliable results a 
much smaller dose is required in the insane than in 
the sane individual. 
A diminution cf 1/250 mgr. T.R. in the dose 
adMinistercd caused a market reduction in the 
proportion/ 
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proportion cf negative phases fcllcwing injection 
in healthy cases. A smaller dose than I have used has 
been found tc produce a negative phase in infected 
cases. It is therefore probable that further 
investigation along the line cf my cbsery ations may 
lead to some definite results as tc the diagnostic 
value of the negative phase after injection of a 
smaller dose of tuberculin. 
Observations cn the Temperature and Pulse 
rate of the Control and of the Insane 
Cases before and after the injection of 
Tuberculin:- 
In no case was there any marked reaction 
either in temperature or pulse rate following the 
injecticn cf tuberculin. 
In one control case there was a slight rise of 
temperature, but this was probably due to an attack 
of coryza and not to the injection cf tuberculin as no 
negative phase occurred. Two cases showed an 
increased pulse rate. One, in whom a negative phase 
followed the injection, had a pulse rate of 76 beato 
per minute cn the evening of injecticn. The rate 
next morning was 92 per minute. There wos no other 
symptom/ 
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symptom what-se-ever. The other case gave ne negative 
phase, and the pulse rate on injection was 74. per 
minute. Next evening it v:Ls 02 and the evening 
following 102. This increased pulse rate was nct 
accompanied by a rise of temperature. 
Beyond a slight feeling cf stiffness in the 
flank at the site cf inoculation there was ne local 
irritation in any case. This soon passed off and 
all perfcrried their usual duties without the 
slightest inconvenience. 
The temperature chart of the insane frequently 
shows greater variation than that of sane healthy 
persons . 
The comparison cf the temperature charts and 
pulse rat es, before and after injection, cf thecae 
patients tc whom a dose cf 1/500 mgr. T.i . was 
administered, shows ne greater variation than had 
occurred in the same case during the week preceding 
injection. 
Only two of all the eight.e -:'n cases injected with 
1/750 mgr. T.R. showed c. riss of temperature above 
normal. One was a general paralytic whose temperature 
rose to 99 °F. on the second day after injection, but, 
as sudden rises cf temperature are ccnmon in such 
cases, ne weight can be attached tc this. The other 
case was a demented patient whose temperature rose 
steadily/ 
steadily frc.m p8.2 °F. on the evening of injection, tc 
?9.20F. the second evening thereafter; but there 
was no corresponding change in pulse rate and no 
negative chase was produced. This patient was 
inclined te te restless at the time cf injection 
and was inoculated in the ini erscarular region, 
instead cf the flank as in all the other cases, but 
no local irritation was produced and she did her 
usual werk in the laundry next morning. 
Only one case showed any increase in pulse rate 
after being injected with 1/750 mgr. This was 
a case cf general paralysis whose pulse rate on the 
evening cf injection ,ras 77 per minute. The fcllowin 
evening it was 89 per minute and en the second evening 
after injection, when he was restless, rolling about 
in bed and picking the bed clothes it was N. He 
showed evidences cf old lune disease, but gave no 
negative phase fter injection and no local or other 
constitutional symptoms were present. 
The absence of local Und constitutional symrtomu 
was very marked, and in striking contrast .:ith the 
effect produced by the large injections of Koch's 
old tuberculin formerly used for liagncstic purposes. 
V:ith such injections rise of temperature and increased 
pulse rate, accompanied by malaise, headache, and 
local irritation, occurred even in healthy persons 
while in/ 
while in tubercular subjects these symptoms were acre 
marked. with smaller doses fcr diacmc tic purposes 
the patient was ccnfinsd to bed ca.nd injected with 
1 c.c. of a .001 solution cf tuberculin. The 
temperature was taken every three heurs. If the 
temperature rose two degrees F. or more within twelve 
hours tubercle was diagnosed. 
If, as :;right suggests, the production cf a 
negative phase, by the injection cf a much smaller 
dose than prcducesthat result in the healthy 
individual, can be used for the purpcse of diagnosing 
tubercular disease, the benefit conferred on humanity 
will be very great as there will be nc risk cf 
stirring up old foci of disease or producing 
disagreeable symptoms. 
Observations on the Quantitative and 
Qualitative Leucocytosis in the Control 
and Insane cases befcre and after the 
Injection of Tuberculin. 
It is possible that the quantity and quality of 
the opsonic body in the blood serum may, in some way, 
be connected with the activity of the white blood 
corpuscles in the blood, as in infective conditions 




I estimated the leucocy-tcsis, bcth quantitatively 
and qualitatively, daily in all the control cases and 
insane 
in seventeenAcases during these cbservaticns. In 
two other insane patients the blood estimation was 
only carried out fer three days prier to injection 
but was performed for six days after. 
In all cases the technique employed was the sane. 
Blood,fcr purposes cf leucocyte estiration,was obtained 
at the same time as that used for opscnic observations. 
Nc pressure was applied to the ear while blood was 
being withdrawn. An ordinary haemocyte pipette was 
then filled to the mark 1 with blood, and the bulb 
filled to the mark 101 with ordinary leucocyte 
diluting fluid, .3 per cent acetic acid coloured 
with methyl green. The whole wa: then thoroughly 
mixed. For enumeration the slide of a Thema -Zeiss 
haemocyto_neter was used, care being taken that the 
drop cn the slide was the correct size to fill the 
cell. The entire scuare was counted in three separate 
fields and the average calculated. The result 
multiplied by 1000 represents the total number of 
white blood corpuscles in 1 c.n.m. cf blood. For 
convenience, a moveable stare was fixed to the 
microscope and the ordinary high power lens employed. 
Films/ 
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Films fcr qualitative estimation were made on slides 
and stained with Jenner's ecsine and methylene blue 
stain. An cil immersion lens was used for 
enumeration. Never less than 300 cells were counted. 
The total number of leucocytes per c.m.m. cf blood 
being obtained, and the percentage of each variety 
calculated, the total of each variety per c.m.m. of 
blood was found and all cem priscns between the various 
7arieties are made on the totals so obtained. 
The following varieties cf white blood corpuscles 
were recognised: - 
1. Pclymorphonuclear leucccytes with neutrophile granules. 
2. :mall lymphocytes; cells about the size of a red 
blood corpuscle with a deeply stained nucleus which 
occupies nearly the whole of the cell, the peri- 
nuclear protoplasm being cf very limited extent and 
staining with basic dyes. 
3. Large lymphocytes; cells larger than a red 
corpuscle with a nucleus which stains less darkly 
than in the ordinary lymphocyte; the perinuclear 
protoplasm being well marked and staining with 
basic dyes. We also include under large lymphocytes 
the hyaline or large mononuclears, cells which 
vary from 8 - 12& in diameter. The nucleus is 
large and stains faintly. The cell protoplasm 
alec stains very faintly with the basic dyes. 
4 . 
4. The eosincphile leucocyte. 
5. Mast cells with large violet granules. 
The normal number of white blood corpuscles 
and of the several varieties per c.m.m. cf blood 
varies within wide limits; but the usual total given 
is 7000,with the different varieties in the following 
per centa :e; polymorphonuclear 70, small lymphocytes 
20, large lymphocytes 3,eosir_ophiles 2, mastcells .5 
to 1. 
LEUCOCYTOSIS OF THE CONTROL 
CASES BEFORE INJECTION : - 
In the four male control cases the average 
total leucocyte count was 7,978, the percentage was 
polymorphonuclear 56.2, small lymphocytes 32.1, large 
lymphocyte 0, eosinophiles 2.5, mastcells Thiu 
'result is considerably below the number usually qucted 
for pclymorphcnuclears, but higher in lymphocytes. 
For the two female control cases the average was 7f?l7. 
The differential percentage wets; polymorphonuclear 
64.5, small lymphocytes 29, large lymphocytes 5.2, 
eosinophiles 1.1, mastcells .2. This percentage 
shows little change from that usually quoted. The 
average leucccytosis per c.m.m. obtained in all six 
control caser was 7824, the percentages being poly - 
morphonuclear 59.7, small 
60. 
small lymphocytes 30.5, large lymphocytes 7.17, 
eosinophiles 2.1, mastcells .2. 
Leucocytosis in the Insane Cases 
before Injection:- 
In six chronic cases, all females, whose 
leucocytes were enumerated laily laity the t ct .1 average 
was 9881 with a percentage of polymorphonuclear 62.5, 
small lymphocytes 27.1, large lymphocytes 8.6, 
eosinohpiles 1.5, mastcells .3. The total number of 
white blood corpuscles per c.m.rn. of blood in the 
female insane patients is slightly above the normal 
but does not reach pathological limits. The percentare 
of each variety does not differ greatly from the contro. 
figures. In two cases of general paralysis, both 
males, the total leucocytosis was 10,705 with a 
percentage cf polymrphonuclear 70.5, small lymphocytes 
20.4, large lymphocytes 8.2, eosinophiles .8, 
mastcells .1. The total number cf leucocytes is above 
the ordinary healthy level of the male, and shows a 
considerable increase en the tctal,and also on the 
percentage of polymorphonuclear leucocytes ,found in 
the control cases. In one male chronic case, the 
average total leucocytosis was 7808, the percentage 
being polymorphonuclear 65.3 small lymphcc;;tes 21, 
large/ 
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large lymphocytes 9.6, eosincphiles 4, mastcells .1. 
There is an increased proportion of polymerphonuclear 
and eosincphile cells, but, otherwise, little change 
from the control count. 
Leucocytosis of Control Cases after Injection. 
After injection with 1/500 mgr. T.R., three 
of the control cases shcved an immediate inersa :2e in 
the number of leucocytes and reached th9ir 
of about 12,000 with '',000 p C1mol'y)ti :C lc v,r. 
c.f '._'lc col by next day. The only other case injected 
with this dose showed no increase it the number of 
white blood corpuscles till two days after injection 
when a slight rise occurred. The maximum vial, 
reached on the third day. No negative: phase, 
followed injection in this case. 
With the exception of the large lymphecyt ec, 
the other varieties of while bleed ccrpurc]cr fcllowcd 
a curve very similar to that cf the polymerphcnuclear 
cells. The large lymphocytes shewö s ccnsidersble 
relative increase for one day et least, but this rise 
did not occur on the same day as the increase cf 
pclyrnorphnnucicars. The increase in 1cucce tocis 
did net last for more than two days. 
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Leucccytosis of the Insane Cases after Injection. 
The seven cases with acute mental symptoms 
were injected with 1/500 mgr. T.R. In two cf then , 
there iras practically no leucocyte reaction. In cne 
case, the reacticn tiras very slight and not beyond 
ordinary healthy limits. Ir the other foui cases, 
the number of leucocytes was increased but in no case 
was the maximum reached. on the day fcllcwing the 
injection. In two, the maximum leucocytcsis was 
recorded on the second day after injection. In the 
other two cases, the highest count was obtained en the 
fifth and sixth days after injection. The curve 
described by the total leucocytosis is closely 
followed by all varieties of cells, except in four 
cases, where there was an increased rise of largo 
lymphocytes. The injection of tuberculin was 
followed by a negative phase in all the cases. Only 
one subacute case inoculated with 1/500 mgr. T.R. wLE 
examined. There was no effect on the total 
leucccytccis prcduced, and the only variety in which 
any alteration occurred was the large lymphocytes 
which rcse from 1110 per c.m.m. on the day of 
injection to 1300 per c.m.m. the day following. 
marked negative phase felloRe:î the injection, but 
ne rise of leucocytes occurred during the succeeding 
rise in epccnic/ 
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opsonic pc -er. Two chronic cases injected with 
1/500 mar. T.R. were examined for only three 
days prior to injecticn. In one cf these, the 
reaction was slight, the rise being complete the 
day after injection; but, in the other case the 
rise occurred cn the third day, the polymorphonuclear 
cells numbering 10,000 per c.m.m. of blood. The re- 
action only lasted two days. Two cases injected with 
this dose, one acute and one chronic, showed evidences 
of old tubercular disease. Their curves were very 
similar. The day after injection, there wau a rise 
of 100C pclymcrphonuclear calls followed by a steaçly 
fall for four days. The only difference in the 
leucocyte reaction of the sane and acutely insane 
after a dose of 1/500 mgr. T.R. is in the reaction 
time. The insane, as a rule, take longer to react 
and their maximum leucocytcsis is not reached so 
scon after injecticn. 
Two control cases were injected with 1/750 mgr. 
T.R. In one case there was no reaction either in 
the quantity or quality cf the leucocytes. The other 
showed a slight rise in total and also in poly - 
morphonuclear leucocytes,- the maximum boing attained 
next day. There was a rise in the large lymphocytes 
per c.m.m. the second day after injection. 
Cif/ 
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Cf the nine patients, injected with 1/750 mgr. 
T.R., whose blood was examined, one gave no reaction 
and twc gave only a slight reaction, - the maximum being 
reached next day. Each of the remaining six cases 
exhibited a rise of varying amount, but none reached 
Í the maximum level before the third daj; after injection. 
The leucocyte reaction following the injection 
of tuberculin is, therefore, delayed in all forms of 
insanity. It has been observed also that after the 
subcutaneous injection cf terebine for therapeutic 
purposes in the insane,the hyper- leucocytocic+ induced 
does not occur till at least forty -eight hours after 
injection and in some cases seventy-two hours elapse 
before the maximum leucocytc:;is is obtained. 
There appears to be no marked difference between 
the various classes cf cases examined, as regards 
either quantity or quality of the leucocyte is 
produced after injection of tuberculin, except in the 
large lymphocyte cells which show a considerable 
ies 
relative increase compared with the other varietrAand 
this is especially marked in the more chronic cases. 
These were, for the most part, cases cf adolescent 
insanity, and Dr. L.C. Bruce has found that this 
variety of cell is frequently increased in the 
various forms cf insanity occurring at that period 
f life. 
I have not been able tc discover any constant 
65. 
relationship between the total leucocyte curves er 
that of any special variety cf leucocyte, and the 
cpscnic curve after injecticn. 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE URINARY EXCRETION OF 
THE INSANE CASES BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
INJLCTIC::v GF TUBERCULIN. 
The injection cf old tuberculin produced 
constituticnal symptoms with rise cf temperature 
and increased metabolism. 
I made an attempt to eetimate any such change 
'.hich might occur from the injection of Koch's 
new tuberculin T.E. For this purpose the urinary 
excretion cf those patients who were confined to bed 
during the period these observations were being 
carried on, was collected and examined daily. 
A knowledge cf the amount and quality cf the food 
taken is necessary before any estimate of the amount 
of metabolism going cn in the body can be arrived at 
by the examination cf the waste products excreted. 
For this reason the diet of each patient whose urine 
was collected, was carefully noted and weighed for a 
week before tuberculin was injected, and fcr a week 
thereafter in all cases. 
The/ 
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The albumen value of the food taker was estimated 
from physiological tables ccr_!piled by Haig. The 
urea value cf the albumen ingested was fixc'. at c:ne 
third:-cf the total albumen as stated by the same 
authcr. 
The amount of chloride excreted is supposed to 
have a relationship to the amount of albuminous 
metabolism taking place in the bcdy. The quantity 
of chloride ingested in the fcod and excreted by the 
urine was also estimated. A specimen of each article 
of diet was taken and the amount of chloride estimated 
in a given quantity. A table of the chloride vslueP 
of all varieties of food given was then drawn ups and 
from this table all chloride estimations were 
calculated. 
The urine excreted. by each patient in the twenty - 
four hours was collected daily. A specimen of tle 
whole twenty -fours collection was examined. 
None of the patients received any drugs while 
these observations were being made. 
The urea excreted was estimated in the usual way 
with hypcbrcmit.e of soda and :outhall's ureometer. 
The number of grains of urea per ounce cf urine, so 
obtained, was multiplied by the number cf ounces of 




The amount of chloride excreted was estimated by 
?'chr's method. Ter_ c.c. of urine were taken and 
mixer: with 100 c.c. cf distilled water. .. fear 
drops of chromate of pc:taesium solution were added. 
The mixture was then titrated with a decinermal 
scluticn of nitrate cf silver until a pink colour 
appeared, the mixtures being well stirred during 
the operation. On the additLen cf the silver salt, 
the chlorine combines v.itti the silver, fc_rrinr a 
white precipitate of silver chlcriri.e. ;,hen all the 
chlorides are precipitated, silver chromate goes 
down but not while any chlc_'i.de remains in the 
solution. Silver chromate is of a red colour, t.here- 
fcre the silver salt war added until a pink colour 
appeared throughout. To prevent error from the 
presence cf other compounds in the urine, mere 
precipitsble than the chromate formed, 1 c.c. was 
subtracted from the total cuantity cf decinorral 
nitrate cf silver used. Each c.c. of decincrmal 
nitrate cf silver used represents .0058 gramme of 
sodium chloride. The number of c.c. of decincrmal 
nitrate of silver used multiplied by this figure 
represents the weight cf sodium chloride present in. 
10 c.c. cf urine. The number of grammes cf sodium 




As the amcunt of albumen and chloride taken in 
the food during any one day may nct be excreted 
during the same day, the average daily ingesticn and 
excretion of each was calculated fcr a week and 
ccmparisons cf ingestion and excretion are made on 
the figures so obtained. 
The average quantity cf fluid taken pr day was 
calculated frcm the total for the week, as was also 
the amcunt cf urine excreted. 
The ratio of the amount of fluid ingested tc the 
amount cf urine excreted remained fairly ccnctant 
throughout and did not affect the average daily 
excretion of chlorides. 
No albumen or other abnormal constituent appeared 
in the urine of the cases examined during the time 
'these observatiene were being made. 
Ten casr.s in all were examined, five cf these wer0 
classified as suffering from acute 77.ertal symptoms and 
were injected with 1/500 mgr. T.R. Tach cf these 
cases showed a loss cf weight after injection, varying 
from l to 8 pounds. 
The case in whom the maximum loss occurred, 
suffered from acute mania and had evidences cf old 
tubercular disease of the lung. During the t.wc weeks 
preceding/ 
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preceding injecticn :he lost three pcunds in weight. 
The same amount cf lesr occurred during the two weeks 
s -cceeding the termination_ of the cbservations, 
while during the intervening two weeks she lost 8 
pounds in weight. The loss of weight was, therefore, 
greater during the two weeks i:::rnedir:tely following 
the injecticn of tuberculin than during the same 
period either before or after that event. There was 
a considerable diminution in the amount of urea 
excreted after injecticn in this case. During the 
week prior to injection the daily average amount of 
urea excreted had been 28.9 grains greater than the 
estimated urea value of the food ingested. During 
the week immediately following the injecticn of 
tuberculin, the average daily excretion of urea fell 
60 grains, and was 55 grains less per day than the 
urea value of the food taken for the same period. In 
the second week after injection, however, the urea 
excretion reached its former level se that on the 
daily average, twenty -two grains were excreted in 
excess cf the amount ingested. The excretion of 
sodium chloride followed a similar curve and while 
.9 gramme ter day was being excreted in excess of 
ingestion during the week prior to injection, in the 
succeeding week .75 gramme less per day was excreted 
than had been taken i ñfood. During the second 
,..ek 
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week after injection .78 gramme more than had been 
ingested was excreted. There was no increased 
restlessness or marked exacerbat.icr cf mental 
symptoms to account fer the increased loss- cf 
weight after injection. 
One of the cases lost two pounds during the two 
weeks fcllewing the injection of 1/500 mgr. T. h. and 
showed ne further loss of weight during the succeeding¡ 
weeks. In this case the excretion of urea inc eased 
after injection_ but nct in prorcrtion to the increased 
amount cf albumen ingested. Eefore injection, the 
ex.cretic:r, of urea per day exceeded the urea value of 
the food taken by 12 grains. In the course of the 
foilcwinc; twc weeks, although there was an increase 
in the output of urea, there was a daily average 
diminution in the amount excreted, compared with the 
amount of ingested, of four and sixteen grainy per 
day, during each cf these weeks. There was a :light 
fall after injection in the excess of chlcride: 
excreted over the amount ingested. 
Two of the five cases injected with 1 /f00 mgr. 
T.k. showed an increased excretion of urea as compared 
with the elimination before injection. re cf these 
patients, who suffered frcmmelanchcli e, lost 1 pound 
in weight during the week before injection, but lost 
five / 
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five pounds in the fc:llor inr ti.c weeks. Before 
injection, the average cutput cf urea per day was 
less than the average amount taker in the food by 
`'1 grains. The week after injection, 20 grains 
per ,dad; in excess of the amount ingested were 
excreted. During the second week after injection 
ingestion and excretion of urea practically balanced 
each ether. There was no increased output of 
urea as compared with intake during the throe weeks 
over which the observations extended. This patient 
gained 3 pounds in weight during; the week after the 
observaticns were concluded. The other case, wile 
showed an increased output cf urea, only lest 1 pound 
in weight. The urine wua. lcs t during t.h, :,econd week 
but in that time there wa.1 u further less in weibht of 
one pound. for injection, c'xcretic.n cf urea 
per day ViLl2 20 grains less than the amount ingested. 
chile the amount ingested was the same during the 
following week, the quantity excreted per day increaser 
nd exceeded the value ingested by 40 grains. The 
excreticr of chlcrides also increased so, that, 
while b_efere injection, excreticn was slightly less 
than ingestion, the following week excretion 
slisshtl y exceededi the amount taken in. 
In/ 
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In the fifth case injecte : with 1/500 mgr. T.R. 
the average output cf urea per cla;,, f'c_ the week 
preceding injection, was 52 grains in excess cf 
ingestion. No alteration occurred during the 
succeeding week. There 7ac a marked increase in the 
excretion cf chlc=idee, however, for while there was 
no alteration in the amount ingested during the weeks 
before and after injection,the excretion increased 
during the latter week, se that the excess cver 
ingestion was raised from .66 gramme per day to 4.54 
grammes per day. 
In all the five cases injected with 1/500 mgr. 
loss in weight occurred during the week 
immediately following injection. 
After injecticn, twc cases showed an increased 
excretion cf urea as compared with the urea value of 
the food taken. Two showed a diminuticn, while une 
showed no change in the relative amounts ingested 
and excreted. 
Two cases showed an increased excretion of 
chlorides as compared with the amount ingested. Two 
showed a diminution, while in one case no chnnte 
was observed. 
Nc definite result can, therefore, be arrived at 
as to the effect produced en the metsbcl sri cf insane 
patients by the injection of 1/500 mgr. of tuberculin. 
z .: 
Five of the cases whose urine Was examined, 
received an injecticn of 1/750 mg;r.T.R. 
Three of these were cases of general paralysis 
and in none of them was any alteration in weight 
recorded while under cbservation. In all three 
cases during the week prior tc injection the average 
daily excreticn of urea was greater than the urea 
value of the food ingested. In two cf the cases 
during the week preceding the injection the daily 
excretion was a few grains less than the estimated 
amount ingested; but, in the cure of the following 
week, the daily output was greater than the amount 
taken in. Both of these patients had formerly 
suffered from tubercular disease of the lung. In the 
third case of general paralysis examined, the excess 
of urea excreted per day was slightly increased. In 
all three cases, before injection, the daily excretion 
of chloride was less than the estimated amount ingested. 
This difference between excreticn and ingestion was 
increased during the first week following injection. 
The other two patients injected with 1/750 mgr. 
T.R., during the week befcre injection, were excreting 
more urea per day than the estimated amount ingested. 
During the following week, the excess of urea excreted 
over the urea value of the food ingested per day was 
increased./ 
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increased. Before injecticn both were excreting less 
chloride than they were in`esting. In the course 
cf the succeeding week in one case the difference between 
intake and output was incre z,:e , while in the ether, 
the daily excreticn of chloride exceeded the amount 
estimated to have been taken in the food. This 
latter case gained 3 pounds in weight durinr the 
week following injection but this may have been due 
to rest in bed. The other case gained 2 pounds in the 
same time. 
All three cases with evidence of former lung 
disease had a diminished daily excretion of both urea 
and chlorides, after the injecticn of tuberculin, 
compared with the amount cf each ingested. 
No very definite ccncluci( can be drawn from 
these observations. 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE iriENTAT, SYMPTOMS PRODUCED ï.J 
THE INSANE AFTER THE INJECTION OF TUBERCULIN. 
It has been frequently noted that an acute 
fever, a local inflammation, a crop of boils, a septiç 
poisoning, has cut short and even cured attacks of 
insanity. To obtain the same results severe 
blistering was formerly resorted to. The treatment 
of insanity by the administration of large doses of 
thyroid extract, as recommended by Dr. Bruce, produce 
very :much the same results, while the remedy is 
under the control of the physician using it. Wagner 
f Vienna got very beneficial results in many cases 
of insanity by giving large dcses of Koch's old 
tuberculin. 
The doses of both remedies used produced 
constitutional symptoms such as, rise of temperature, 
increased pulse rate, and sweating, in all the c :1L. :j 
where benefit resulted from the treatment. The 
production of fever with increased metabolism wculd 
therefore seem to be the cause of the improve :v nt 
and not the specific action of the drug. the mental 
symptoms were noted in all the cases injected with 
tuberculin by me. 
There was no difference produced in the mental 





Seven acute cases were injected .ith 1/300 mgr. 
In twc, nc mental effect was produced. Three 
cases shcwed aggravatel mental symptoms. One of 
these on admission had been restless, noisy, siriinE, 
snatches of songs, or talking almost continuously. 
Her remarks were quite incoherent. She had no 
interest in what went on around her, was lacking in 
attention, and her habits were defective. before 
injection, she had been quieter, resting in bed, and 
not noisy. She could tell her name when asked. The 
day after in jectic n with 1/500 mgr. T.R. she was 
noisy, singing and talking by turns, rolling abcut in 
bed, and paid no attention to what was said t c her. 
She cculd not give her name and was abstlutely 
incoherent. This condition lasted two days when 
she became quieter and passed back to the condition 
she was in before inoculation. One case cf mania 
with confusion was brighter and more talkative on 
j the day following injection, but next day was again 
(confused. A third case was irritable, inclined to 
be impulsive, obstinate and sullen after injection. 
During-, the days preceding tho injection she had been 
quieter and more contented than since her admission. 
Two melancholic cases showed signs of mental 
jmprovement/ 
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inprovement after injection. ene cf them,who hail 
not spoken for days before injection,spoke quite 
clearly and answered cuestions, though slowly, 
the day following injecticn. The second day lie 
was net cuite sc briç_7ht, and by the third dad had 
relapsed to the condition she was in prior to 
injection. 
The other case cf melancholia occupied a corner 
bed in the ward. She lay with her face tc the wall, 
refusing to speak, and wept at times. She resisted 
all movement. The day after being injected she 
sat up in bed and answered questions slowly and in a 
very low voice. The improvement did not persist in 
this case for longer than four days. 
One sub -acute case injected with 1/500 mgr. T.F. 
showed a mental reaction. This patient had been 
resident in the asylum for over a year. She euf`_' red 
from acute mania on admission. Before injection, 
she shored marked symptoms of mental enfeeblement. 
!her movements were slur, her sensibility dulled, and 
her mental reaction delayed. Her emotions were 
blunted and she hardly spoke to her children when 
they visited her. The day following injection she 
was brighter, talked more freely, and was more acute 
mentally. The next day she was more talkative and 
passed/ 
passed remarks en 




anything which attracted her attention. 
well, however, that night, was 
out cf bed, and she had 
sight and hearing. She developed 
delusions of identity, recognising in some members 
of the staff cf the Institution old acquaintances, 
and talked to them of incidents which had occurred 
years before but cf which they knew nothing. The 
,I delusions persisted for a few days, althcugh the 
patient became less talkative, and by the eighth 
day after injection was in practically the same 
mental condition as before inoculation. 
The dose administered was not sufficient to 
produce any rise of temperature or increase of pulse 
rate. Neither did it cause any constitutional 
symptoms, and the mental effects produced 1,y iho 
injection were neither definite nor lasting. 
1. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 
That the average tuberculo -opscnic index in 
persons free from tubercular disease varied between 
.07 and 1.32. 
That the tuberculo- opscnic index of persons 
free from tubercular disease varied considerably 
from day to day, but that the weekly average of 
the tuberculo -cpsonic index in the same persons 
varied very little from week tc week. 
3. That the average tubercule -opsonic index in 
30 insane persons, all free from symptoms of active 
tubercular disease, was .68 , _._the variation being 
between .65 and 1.3. 
- 4. 
. 
That the daily variation in the tuberculo- 
opsonic indices of insane persons is much greater 
than in healthy persons. 
The result of these observations leads me tc 
conclude that the insane, as a class, are more 
liable to tubercular infection than the healthy 
sane population. 
6. That the tuberculo- cpsonic indices of the insane 
classified/ 
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classified according to their length of residence 
in the asylum, is in those patients who had 
been in residence for more than one year, as 
against .82 in these who had been in residence 
under a year. Frcrn which I conclude that asylum 
residence :Ices nct rre3ispcee the insane tc 
tubercular infection. 
7. That the tuberculo- opscnic indices of the 
insane, classified according tc their mental state, 
viz., acute, sub- acute, and chronic, indicate most 
clearly that the acutely insane with an average 
index of .87 are more liable to tubercular 
infection than the chrcnic cases who had an average 
index of .03. 
- 8. That the lcw tuberculo- cpsonic index cf cases 
cf general paralysis, namely .70, explains the 
frequent occurrence cf tubercular disease in this 
class of patient. 
P. That the tuberculo.- cpsonic index cf the acuttlÿ 
insane patients, classified according tc the fora 
cf their mental disease, is lower in cases cf 
adolescent insanity than in adult class suffering 
from mania and melanchclia. The adolescent index 
being .84 a.; against in the adult cases. 
81. 
10. That the tuberculo- cpscnic indices of cases 
cf melancholia in a -_:ltt i c .98 as a _3inst an 
index cf .21 in adults suffering frer, mania. 
I1. As the result cf observations 2 and 10, 
conclude th,' acutely insane ad lest ,ut 
is :sore pror,e tc cost_act tul.Jercular ; i.;trace than 
the acutely insane adult, and that adults suffer- 
ing from melancholia are more liable tc tubtrcul 
infection than adulte suffering from mania. 
12. That an injection of 1/500 mgr. T.R. in 
healthy scant Ierscrs produced a negative reaction 
in 2 cut of 4 cases. Ac T have ne reascn to 
sup,A ss that those t:zc control:- who gave 
nogstive reacf.icn were tubercular, I believe 
1/500 mgr. T.R. is too 1-ago a to use for 
diagnostic purpcscs. 
13. That out of 12 insane persons ir. iL c ttcl with 
1/500 mgr. T.R., 11 gave a negative reaction to 
the tu:?orcic bacillus frog^ which I conclude that 
th( insane a class have a low reciutivt. lower 
to tubercular infect ion. 
14 . That ' he réac tics ir_ ject.icn in the 
insane persons who gave negative r-e.-.cticr: .sae 
r cr Frc,lcngc1, than ir the- hf:althy sane persons. 
1r, _ 4 . 
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15. That the negative phase induced by ir: ject_cn 
with 1/500 mgr. T.R. in the acute insane cc.;cs, 
was more marked than in the chronic insane casee 
and that the succeeding positive phase was mere 
delayed. From this observation, I ccnclude 
that the acutely insane have a lcv;er resistive 
power t.c: tubercular toxaemia than the chronic 
cases. 
16. That so large L. prcpertion as 01 per cent 
cf the insane patients gave a negative reaction 
after injection with 1/500 mgr. T.R. is prc.Lably 





That cut of 18 insane putients injected with 
1/750 mgr. T.R. only 4 or 22.2 per cent., gave a 
negative reaction. 
That the remaining 14 caeec in this series 
injected with 1/750 mgr. T.R. although they showed 
no negative reaction, reacted much more c ;lc w% 
than the two control cases injected with the sar:,c 
dose. 
That although an injection cf 1750 mgr. 
T.R. is probably a sufficiently small dose for 
diagnostic purposes ir. the healthy sane populaticr, 
it is still tcc large a dcce for diagnostic 
purposes/ 
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purpose., it insane persons. 
20. That in estimating, the occurrence cr absence 
cf a necative phase after injectien with T.E. it 
is necessary to take into consideration the 
variations in the tuberculo- orsonic indices for 
at least rive days prior to injecticn. 
21. That in both the sane and the insane persons, 
who gave a negative phase after injection, it was 
noted that the tuberculo- cpscnic indices, prier 
to injection, :1-lowed greater daily variai .cr 
than in those 7wbc rave ne negative chase. 
22. That I could discover no connection between 
the level of the tuberculo- opscnic index on the 
day of injection and the subsequent presence 
or absence cf a negative phase. 
23. That, as no constitutional symptom or 
disagreeable effect occurred. in any of the person 
injected with either 1 /c00 or l/7`0 r.;z,r. T.H., 
such doses cf tuberculin can be administered with 
perfect safety at all events in persons without 
active symptoms of tubercular disease. 
^4. That the cpsonic indices cf sane persons to 
the bacillus ccli, staphylococcus aureus, and 




That the cpscnic indices cf _^ insane 
pat? E -r_t: tested tc the bacillus ccli, staph,leccccus 
aureus, and microceccus rheumaticus closely 
resembled the cpscnic indices cf the sane perscn: 
examined, with the exception cf the cpsonic 
indices cf the insane patients tc the microceccus 
rheumaticus, which was lower in the insane than 
in the sane persons. 
The daily varia.ticn cf the indices cf the 
insane patients tu all these organisms was 
greater than the daily variation cf the indic@ 
cf the sane persons. 
26. That,as the result cf injecting 1/500 mgr. 
T.R., both the sane and insane persons frec;uen.t1y 
gave negative phases tc one or other of these 
organisms, but that the percentage cf negative 
phases sc resulting was much greater in the 
insane than in the sane persons. 
That,as the result of injecting 1/750 mgr. 
T.R. in three insane per:cns and in one centrol 
c; se, twc cf the insane persons and the ccntrol 
case showed negative phases to cne or all cf the 
three organisms, bacillus coli, staphylococcus 
aureus and micrococcus rheumaticus. 
Pe./ 
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28. It is reascnalle, therefore, tc conclude that 
a general fall may occur in the cpscnic power cf 
the blood cf a pers en who has been injected with 
T.h., but that this fall is more marked in the 
Ì 
insane than in sane persons. 
29. That beyond a slight increase of pulse rate, 
there were nc ccnstitutional symitcm.s as the 
result of injecting either a 1/500 or 1/750 
mgr. T.R. in either the sane or the insane perscnp. 
30. Fige of the ten insane persons whose weight was 
recorded, lest weight after injection. That as 
the result cf injecting tuberculin in bcth the sore 
and insane, there was a very general increase 
in the leucocytcsis. The reaction being rr.crt 
rapid in the sane than in the insane persons. 
The large lymphocyte cells were the variety cf 
leucocyte most commonly increased ra; the result 
cf injection. No connection was tract -.d 
between the curve cf the opscnic index and the 
curve cf the leucccytocis. 
31. No definite conclusiena can be drawn from 
the result of the cbservat. ion: nade on the excretion 
cf chloride and urea in the urine as thu, result 
of the injection cf tuberculin. 
32. Changes in the mental_ state, after the injection 
cf tuberculin, were indefinite. 
APPENDIX GIVING DETAILS OF 
SOME OF THE ,'CORK DONE, V:EICH IS 









dent a l 
Disease. 
...--. 
Prevent State. ex 
Duration cf 1 
Residence. ' 
`;c.1 _ ï . 48 One month Healthy General Demented. 
Faralysis . 
fc.2 F. 17 Two months i::ealthy Fiebrephrenin1 Confused, noisy, 
restless, dirty. 
F. 42 Three months I'ealt hy Melancholia Apprehensive. 
hallucinaticnc 
cf hearing. 
-c.4 F. 38 Three months I_ealthy Melancholia Depressed and 
apprehensive. 
r e.5 F. 38 Three months Old Acute mania 
tubercular 
disease. 
Confused, nc isy, 
obstinate, 
hallucinations of 
I t aste and smell. 
.;c.6 F. 21 Three months 1 :ealthy Hebephrenia Demented and 
impulsive. 
.'c . 7 F. 16 Six months Healthy F.atatc.-nia Demented and 
depressed. 
M. 29 Six months Healthy General Demented. 
Paralysis. 




0.10 51 Eleven mcnthß ld General Entering the 
' tubercular 
disease. 
Paralysis. third stage. 
No.11 F. r va. Eighteen months Healthy uatatcnifz E'.tuperc ne. 
No .12 52 one year old tuber - Gcnerzl Entering the 
Culcr diseas Paralysis. third otage. 
F. 36 one year Iiealthy elusi cn; 1 
.nsanity 
Del usicn: cf 
grandeur. 
N c .14 F. 39 cne year I:ealthy 'atatcnia With mania and 
mental ccnfusicn. 
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TABLE ; fiOING THE AVERAGE INDICES THE 
CGHTRCL CASES TC THE VARIOUS ORGANISLS 
Eu:FLOYF:D BEFOR;, THE IhJECTIGN CF TUBERCULIN. 
Tubercle Eacillus Staphyl. 
Case. Lacillus. Ccli I Aureus. 
--_- - 









.97 .84 1.45 
1.32 1.07 .9 
1.06 1.02: 1.19 
1.01 
1.11 
1.07 1.0: i 1.10 




TABLE SHOTING DAILY TUBERCULO- OPSONIC 
INDEX OF CONTROL CASES BEFORE AND 
AFTER INJECTION CF 1¡500 mgr. T.E. 
A. B. C. Í D. 
.68 1.C4 1.21 1.13 
.75 .93 1.46 1.02 
1.04 .88 1.25 1.2^ 
1.11 1.16 1.42 1.02 
1.36 .82 1.28 . 93 
Injection given. 
.74 .85 1.13 
.59 .°:' .71 
.62 .86 .63 
.91 .82 ' .79 
.97 .98 1.12 
Í 
1.57 .9 1.74 





TABLE SHOWING AVERAGE TUBERCULO--OPSONIC 
INDICES OF THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF 
INSANE PATIENTS BEFORE INJECTION. 
ACUTE CASES. SUBACUTE CASES, 1 
Case S. .87 Case 9. .83 , 
t' .68 11 .84 
. 1.08 13. .74 
fl r ,. .84 14. 1.06 
tt 6. 




.F6 t, 15. .75 
.81 fl 16 .86 
.., cc-, " 17 .96 
.07 
't 20 . 
.86 
CHRONIC CASESi GENERAL PARALYTICS. 
Case 18. 1.03 Case 1. .78 
10. .78 tt C. .78 
21. .93 " 10. .96 
fl 23. 1.07 " 12 .65 
" 24. .74 
25. .9 
tt 26. .99 







11 30. .78 
79 
1. 
TABLE SIiO.';Ii4G DAILY TL;iCULO-CrCC;2;IC Iìd1%ïCS C;F 
FIFTÑEN INSANE PATIi-:NTS BEFORE AND AFTER INJECTICN 






OF 1/750 mgr. T.R. 













7.1_ 2. `) 
1.08 .88 













Case 21. Cabe 12. Case 13. Ca.,e 14.E Case 15 
.7 .62 1.12 .76 
.82 
03 















r_. CQL1C :.E . Í rv11:'i : ry. 
r/ r ., . . 
.54 
















T;,ELE 2HOTING DAILY OP:-IC CCNTROL CABE:: TC T171 
BACILLUS COLI 001.aUNI. LaEHYLk.JC.,.:,CUL ;IliHUS AND :11CR0C:CU:7 
LI-171.7ATICUS BEFORE AND i!,FTEE TR INJLCTIfl:: CF 1/500 rEr. T.R. 






































































































TABLE SHOWING DAILY CPSCNIC INDICES Oi 
C3NT1ì0L CASE. F. TC THE V'RICUS Gr'?GANI:A.' 
r_-:PLGYED BEFORE AND AFTER INJ3îCTION WITH 
1/750 mgr. T.E. 
Tubercle ! Bacillus 
Eacilluc. 1 Coli. 











































TABLE SHOWING THE AVERAGE OPSONIC INDICES 
OF THE ACUTE CASES T6 THE VAR1C,US 











2 .87 .81 .91 
3 .68 .93 1.08 .91 
4 1.08 1.12 1.07 1. 
5 .S4 1. ,, .70 
.86 1.06 
7 .81 .91 
I... I:- .95 1.13 
erage' .87 .9e 1.01 
TABLE SHOWING THE AVERAGE OPSONIC INDICES 
OF THE SUBACUTE AND CHRONIC CASES TO 
THE VARIOUS ORGANISMS EMPLOYED, BEFORE 
INJECTION. 
Tuberclj Bacillusl2taph 1ccc:ccus 









































Table showinr- the number cf neFative phaoes to t 
Tubercle Bacillus, Ec.cillus Ccli Comer c-noccus 
i_ureus and :,:icroccccus Rheum:.ticLs fencrinE thc 
Injection of a 1/500 mgr. T.R. in the Centrol 
'Llnsane Cases. 
Ccntrols 






A. N. E. N. N. 
0. N. N. l; 
C. N. 1/4... H. C. 
D. 0. N. N. C. 
ase. 2 N. N. 
3 N. 0. 0. 
4 N. N. N. N. 
























TABLE CiiC WI NG DAILY OPL:Y.IC TC ALL 
CRGANISIiIS E=6IED iN TTC ACUTE ;in; T.. CLR-N10 
INSANE PATIENTF! INJEC= 7ITE 1/E90 m7r. I.E. 
ACUTE CASES. 








































.98 1.5 .58 
1.03 1.2 .73 
1.61 1.1 
.7 .79 .62 
1.05 .62 .68 
1.18 .76 .59 
.68 .69 .69 
.7 1.04 .9C 
.86 .61 1. 
.44 .8 1.05 
1.03 ..79 1.71 
CHROLIC CALLS. 
-- 
.es 1.77 , .c! 
.75 1.41 .6 
1.35 j 1.12 .P4 
.92 1.19 1.1.6 











.9 .91 .5 
.91 .96 
.72 1.13 
1.06 7.21 1.15 
























.81 .62 1.07 9 
1.11 rc7, 1. .7C 
1.16 1. .97 
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Table showing Quantitative and t¿uali.tativC, _ el.:GC:c,`jtcsii 
per c.?r.rri. of blocd cf two Control Cases befc_p and 























































































































Oh:.( nic 7 ' 
T.ìcticri cf "1 -1' 7 
_CASE, 
,:1.1 















































.! r, 11. . ...--,.17. 
102. 
09 









10700 1443° 2800 1900 7! f-in 
10448 4368 784 
'3 9071 2974 9CC 1'7-- 17-7 
Injected 
0333 2676 728 
7(:7:34 192E 621 
12150 36E0 E 
-1 11921 fnn 
.. c3"2 24E4 11 (r)F 
Table showing Quantitative anJ Qualitative :eucccytesio 
per c.m.m. of Elced cf Twc case cf Chrcnic 
Disease before an 
-___ 
after the injecticn of 1/750 mgr T.R. 
CASE "7:. 











nuclear cells i 













































































1 l'. _1 . : _ V 
71-11(..1 c? Fcccl 
_^-.`_'¿] 
t Urine 




LXr'- - ` 
... 










va; ̀ t, 
tirf 4Gj i .1=CiOI 
. 
'o11, 
.r`.1T,. CriI_'...-u_ . a._.. 
Secpnri ïel: 1.5:_ 
,,I,f_,cc''irr 
260 I:c l c çt 3 
300 . 











cf ";ei,. ht 
'1 
74r_ 















,- C .;_t: . V. 
.^P?t' 








Dail- Aver-e s in T.1..'m r. ^II. - 
of the. Fco injeteJ anl the 7_7;f_s.i1 vcrar-- cf (.,u("h 
in the Urine by Five Tnsane ratients - three Itin6 General 
7.-aralytics - durinE the week prceJinE an:1 allrin8 the Two reekc 
fcllfwjnE,- the :njectin cf 1/750 m-r P T . 4 
CASI., 1. 
I.LiEA IN GRAIE. SCDIU CELCRF2.2 GRAWTE,.. 
week First Leccn:i I7eek 
prece7Urc: week week precedinc, 
Injecticn. after after injectiez.. 
inje,ctien. Ir. jedt i ul. 
.. _____ _______ -;-;-- 
InEestion 2(:)Z-.7.° 310 f''.1 .4 C. 
77cretion 424.E 442.0 400. 'C.77 
Nc chance in Tei[tt. 
CASE 10. 
_ 
Inrt::1tion 326 393 296.5 24 
Excretion 379 374 33E,.3 10 
Nc chance in 7eiEht. 
CASE 1. 
Il-.-sicn 317 371.6 376 24.15 
7xr::-:tien 372 365 386 17.1 
No change in Weicht. 
CASE 14. 
193 182 Urine lost 10.7 
Yxcui t7,r 14 c 250 

























CHARTS SHOWING DAILY OPSONIC INDICES 
TO THE TUBERCLE BACILLUS, BACILLUS COLI COMMUNIS 
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS & MICROCOCCUS HHEUMATICUS 
BEFORE & AFTER THE INJECTION OF 1/500 mgr. T. R. 
ô 
CONTROL CASE A. 
INJECTFn 
105 
CHARTS SHOWING DAILY OPSONIC INDICES 
TO THE TUBERCLE BACILLUS, BACILLUS COLI CO MUNIS, 
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS & MICROCOCCUS RHE MATICUS 
BEFORE & AFTER THE INJECTION OF 1/500 mgr. T.R. 
1.4 
1.2 
T. B. 1. 




CHARTS SHOWING DAILY OPSONIC INDICES 
TO THE TUBERCLE BACILLUS, BACILLUS COLI COMMUNIS, 
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS & Ì- IICROCOCCUS RHEUMATICUS 














bi. R. 1. 
.8 
.6 





CHARTS SHOWING DAILY OPSONIC INDICES 
TO THE TUBERCLE BACILLUS, BACILLUS COLI COMMUNIS 
STAPHYLOCOCCUS LUREUS cx ÍiICROCOCCUS RHEUMATICUS 
BEFORE & AFTER THE INJECTION OF 1/500 mgr, T.R. 
C A S E . 3. 
1-4 
1.2 



















CHARTS SHOWING DAILY OPSONIC 
TO THE TUEEFCLE BACILLUS, BACILLUS 
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS & iviICROCOCCUS 




















1/500 ?igr. T. ñ. 





CHARTS SHOING DAILY OPSONIC INDICES 
TO THE TUEERCLE bACILLUS, BACILLUS COLI COMMUNIS 
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS k ìnICROCOCCUS RH .UMATICUS 
BEFORE & AFTER THE INJECTION OF 1 /5 00 ! ìgr. T. ii. 
1.4 
1. 2 















CHARTS SHOWING DAILY TUBEECULO- UPSONIC INDICES 
OF FOUR INSA1'E PATIENTS, BEFORE & AFTER THE 
INJECTION OF 1/500 mgr. T.R. 
1.4 
1.2 























CHARTS SHOWING DAILY TUBEïiC,ULO- OPSONIC INDICES , 
BEFORE & AFTER THE INJECTION OF 1/750 mgr. T.h., 
OF CASES IN WHICH NO NEGATIVE PHASE hESULTED : - 
1.2 
1. 
CONTROL CASE E. 
.8 
1.2 
Case 11. 1. 
13 
1.2 


















CHARTS SHOWING DAILY TUEERCULO- OPSOINIC INDICES, 
ISEFORE & AFTER THE INJECTION OF 1/750 rigr. T.R., 




















CHARTS SHOWING DAILY OPSONIC INDIC ES 
TO THE TUBERCLE BACILLUS, BACILLUS COLI COMLAUNIS 
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS a MICROCOCCUS RHEIJATICUS 
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